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The head of a pin would appear about 47 feet wide if ex- 

amined under this instrument. It’s an electron probe 

microanalyzer—the first to be used industrially in this 

country. U. S. Steel research teams use it to get a better 

look at the microstructure of new types of steel. In this 

Wa nt to see way, they gather more information about the factors affect- 

ing steel quality and performance. 

. h d Research like this is only the start of the big job at U. S. 

a pin eaa— Steel. We have to find more ore, mine it, ship it, make it 
into steel, market it (and market many by-products, too) 

47 f t id 2 and deliver it to our customers. The job calls for a lot of 

eet wide s good people—metallurgists, physicists, chemists, geologists, 

all kinds of engineers—people with your training. 

Look into the possibility of a career with United States 

Steel. Write for our booklet, “Paths of Opportunity.” 

United States Steel, Personnel Division, Room 1662, 525 

William Penn Place, Pittsburgh 30, Pa. 

USS is a registered trademark 
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— IT WILL TAKE 3 MINUTES TO 
: CLIP. FILLIN AND MAIL THIS COUPON... 

e 

.lt could be the most tmportant 
: é, 3 minutes you've ever spent! 

gn e No matter what branch of engineering you’re following— 

Lo gee 2 no matter which phase of engineering interests you most 
a a —we want you to know Square D and what we have to 

a po » i offer. For we’re looking for all kinds of engineers—Research, 

a “ll ase Design and Development; Manufacturing; Sales Application 

ene and Field Engineers. 
The electrical industry is doubling every 10 years. And SquarE D, as 

an aggressive leader in that industry, offers tremendous opportuni- 

ties—now and in the exciting years ahead. 

Why not get that coupon on the way to us right now? 
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a a INQUIRING MIND—Young Research Engineer Edward Klomp (center) —B.S, ’5%, M.5. “35—using 
smoke tunnel to investigate stall propagation of axial flow compressors. His work is guided by William 
Turunen (top left)—B.S. ’39, M.S. ’46—head of the Gas Turbines Department at GM Research— 
and results recorded by technician George Josie on motion-picture film, 

Because engineering is a profession at GM 

Commencement literally means a beginning—although And the fact that 14 of our 33 Vice-Presidents—23 of 
it marks the end of your undergraduate days. our 42 Division General Managers—are engineers is an 

indication of the advancement opportunities for engi- Perhaps one of your classmates — or you, yourself — : duates at CM 
: x, neerin: raduates a . 

has decided to start a career with General Motors. B 8 

It’s a wise choice for many reasons but particularly General Motors is made up of 35 Divisions with 126 
for this one: plants in 71 cities and 19 states. Many of the young 

Engineering is a profession at GM. And the engineers men who join us today will hold top positions with those 
Divisions and plants 10 to 15 years from now. One of who work on our hundreds of products are respected 

. those men could well be your classmate—or you. as professional men. 

To a young engineer that fact is a key consideration. . * & 

: ays . wt: GM positions now available in these fields: 
For professional recognition carries with it many bene- 
fits. The freedom to give your imagination free rein. MECHANICAL ENGINEERING * ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
a : A «xg INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING * METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING The opportunity to pioneer significant developments 
‘ ‘ ‘ a AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING * CERAMIC ENGINEERING in the engineering art. The chance to become a key 

.° . MATHEMATICS * INDUSTRIAL DESIGN 
executive in a great corporation. PHYSICS * CHEMISTRY 

The fact that more than 179 of our engineers and 

scientists received more than 164 patents in a recent M C 

four-month period is one measure of the intellectual GENERAL OTORS UORPORATION 

freedom engineers have at GM. Personnel Staff, Detroit 2, Michigan 
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Chemistry stands = tJ 
at the threshold of te / 

a new age of discovery CK i / 
SN hf 

| It has been said that more significant scientific advances SN Sy) N ; 
have taken place in the last fifty years than in all the iy 
centuries that have gone before. One fact is indisputably \ 
clear. The use of applied science in American industry t 
today is progressing at a rate so fantastic it staggers aS ~ 
the imagination of the boldest visionary! Sa) { Ss 

SN GF This is particularly evident in the vast, highly diversi- Fe) # 4 / 
fied field of industrial chemistry. Here, products, ma- ol is 4 _ terials and processes that were unknown a few years rp SS h H 
ago are in wholesale use today. The accomplishments a ~ YF 

|| of chemical research are being felt in every area of CE ) | CEN 
human endeavor. The prospect of further advancement ‘a i \ tH 
in the immediate future appears limited only by man’s —<—oy FN 
imagination and his desire for improvement. a h 4 
Our society stands at the threshold of a new age of as / | 

| discovery that offers an infinitely better way of life as / | NK 
| its reward. A host of courageous, creative industrial NN ; 
| chemists will help lead the way. Ko | 

| _ \ m 
| -.. and you, too, can help Dri, ZF \ ) 

DE : = || Ns | shape the future Vv / | _ 
t i 

| | See for yourself. This interesting, informative booklet, “Op- IN) | . es i | / 
| | portunities for College Trained People with The Dow Chemi- ' so ey | / 

| cal Company” can help you make an all-important decision \ 3° $ 
| about your future. Write our Director of College Relations is °° | } Vj 
| for the booklet and the date a Dow representative will visit | \ / s. oo .° | U UL 7 
| your campus. y Oo ° ee | 

o = ¥ 
/ ae ° fo oO # fo Lo t\) 2 ; / : 

( f NN 
= | “/ fo (os 1 
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\ ‘0 5 THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY, MIDLAND, MICH. <> 
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Vilfredo Pareto...on the lifetime of theories 

“The logico-experimental sciences are made up of the advancement of knowledge. Faith and meta- 

a sum of theories which, like living creatures, are physics aspire to an ultimate, eternal resting-place. 

born, live, and die, the young replacing the old, the Science knows that it can attain only provisional, 

group alone enduring. As with living beings, the transitory states. Each theory fulfils its function, 

lifetimes of theories vary in length and it is not and there is nothing more to ask of it.” 

always the long-lived ones that contribute most to —Traité de Sociologie Générale, 1919 

THE RAND CORPORATION, SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA 
A nonprofit organization engaged in research on problems related to national security and the public interest 
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INDIANAPOLIS, IND.: (Special) Lockheed Aircraft Corporation and the Allison 

Division of General Motors Corporation have teamed up to produce a commercial 

passenger transport that promises to revolutionize air transportation on the 

medium—and-short-range flights. Cruising at more than 400-mph the Allison 

Prop-jet Lockheed Electra will bring jet-age speed and comfort to passengers 

and set new standards of operating economy for air lines of the world. 

Teamwork within Allison, just like the Lockheed-Allison team, is highly prized 

by newly graduated engineers. If you would like to know more about the Allison 

team, write Personnel Department, College Relations, Allison Division of General 

Motors Corporation, Indianapolis, Indiana. 
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V 

The ORGANIZATION and RETRIEVAL 

of INFORMATION 

The organization and retrieval of large volumes of and retrieve large quantities of information, and at 
diverse types of information is rapidly becoming one high speed automatically perform long, complex 
of today’s more serious problems. Major areas where sequences of operations. 
the problem exists include business and industry, the At Ramo-Wooldridge, work is in progress on advanced 
military, the government, and the scientific and engi- information handling systems that are characterized 
neering community itself. by large volume and widely different forms of infor- 
In its simpler forms, the problem may involve, for mation, short time scales, and a variety of uses and 
example, the automatic handling and analysis of busi- users. The scope of the work includes the planning of 
ness data such as payrolls, sales and manufacturing systems and procedures, programming various types of 
figures, insurance premiums, and other essentially sta- data handling equipment, and formulation of require- 
tistical data. At the other extreme are certain complex ments for new equipment. Research is also under way 
military situations which require the concurrent inter- on the machine translation of foreign languages into 
pretation, analysis, and integration on a very short time English. 
scale of data from a wide variety of sources, including Engineers and scientists with experience in the follow- 
field reports, photographs, news reports, estimates of ing fields are invited to explore the wide range of open- 
industrial activity, and the like. In many of these situa- ings now available: 
tions, there is the additional Tequirement to translate Systems Engineering 
the information from a foreign language into English. EDP Systems 
The development in recent years of electronic data Computer Programming 
handling equipment is now making possible the Console Design 
practical solution of many of these problems. Such Display Development 
equipment has the capability to perform arithmetic High Acuity Optics 
operations, make decisions among alternatives, store Photo Interpretation 

° ° 

The Ramo-Wooldridge Corporation 
5730 ARBOR VITAE STREET « LOS ANGELES 45, CALIFORNIA 

8 THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER
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Recently AiResearch engineers were typical of many encountered at orientation program is available to 
called upon to develop an accessory AiResearch in aircraft, missile, aid you in selecting your field of 
power motor for aircraft and mis- nuclear and electronic fields. Specif- _ interest. This permits you to survey 
siles which would operate at ically, you’ll find them in system _ the project, laboratory and adminis- 
+1000°F....a temperature area electronics; computers and flight trative aspects of engineering at 
where present-day hydraulic and instruments; gasturbineengines and Garrett. Also, with company finan- 

electrical devices fail. turbine motors; cryogenic and _ cial assistance, you can continue 
Their answer was this cam piston nuclear systems; pneumatic valves; your education at outstanding uni- 

air motor, pictured above in a spe- _ servo control units and air motors; _ versities located nearby. 
cially built transparent shell.Operat- industrial turbochargers; air condi- Project work is conducted by small 
ing on hot air or gas, its efficiency _ tioning and pressurization; and heat groups where individual effort is 
actually increases as temperatures __ transfer. more quickly recognized and oppor- 
rise. Upon your employment, in addi- tunities for learning and advance- 

This problem and its solution are __ tion to direct assignments, a9-month ment are enhanced 

> © For full information write to Mr. G. D. Bradley 

9851 S. SEPULVEDA BLVD., LOS ANGELES 45, CALIFORNIA 

DIVISIONS: AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING, LOS ANGELES ® AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING, PHOENIX e@ AIRSUPPLY 

AIRESEARCH INDUSTRIAL © REX @ AERO ENGINEERING @ AIR CRUISERS @ AIRESEARCH AVIATION SERVICE 
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In this first “ramble” the new editor, like any other the high scholastic records they maintain while partici- 
writing his first editorial, can not keep from having cer- pating not only on the staff of The Wisconsin Engineer 
tain pulsations of uncertainty and questioning flowing but in many other activities and organizations as well. 
even to the end of his fingertips as he types these words. We are glad to say that we think the staff is made up 
To be the editor of any magazine involves a large re- of the kind of people who will become very valuable 
sponsibility not to just a few people but to many people _ assets to their future employers as well as the communi- 
in many places doing many things. The editorship of ties in which they live. 
The Wisconsin Engineer is no different, for it must ~: Tesolin oo aar the magavine will coe 
somehow attempt to satisfy the needs of many people— pa sng ber ning of ae year Be one and wall at 
all engineers or people interested in engineering—with the fine Se tion ‘that svave be a 1 “ons, oe i ote hi 
different interests and professions. MISE EAE OKA Ti eee SUBHICESHSHG, OF Ene magazine for some time. 

As a student publication The Wisconsin Engineer The feature secti ill Sas . 
goes out to only a little over 200 engineering students as to fi re ae ‘Jes erie me onal tine to eons al the three 
personal subscriptions, but it reaches many other stu-  ,° "V ie ne of e Have LOXINE a uucieus of the read- 
dents through libraries and campus meeting places. In de matter 0 the magazine im the past. We shall lr 
addition about 250 copies are mailed each month to of earl fo ron several articles on the most recent items 
University extension centers, about 50 engineering col- i _engmeering hae at the omegs well as the articles leges and public libraries receive copies, over 400 go to that contain information that is always of interest. 

high schools, but the largest percentage of the circula- Science Highlights, W.S.P.E. news, and Engineer of 
tion goes to professional engineers with about 1500 go- Yesteryear will continue under much the same format 
ing out to alumni and other engineers in the field. This as it did this year. The Engineer of Yesteryear section 
makes a total circulation, this year, of over 2400. We was begun this past year, and it seems to have become 
hope that in coming years this number will increase, very popular with the readers. With all the advance- 
providing engineering news of Wisconsin to many more ments being made in man-made satellites and guided 
engineers than are now receiving it. missiles, Science Highlights should always be bulging 

Into this business this editor steps to try to fill the with current information. 

footprints left by a very capable and conscientious edi- In the area of campus news some more additions and 
tor, Jim Schilling, who has guided the magazine through improvements should appear. We plan to include arti- 
the past year. Jim has edited the copy, proofread the cles and reports of Wisconsin graduate students, written 
galleys, laid out the pages of ads and printed matter, by them or our staff, about various research projects be- 
pasted up the dummy copy, carried it to the printers, ing conducted in various schools of engineering at Wis- 
and kept up the correspondence he was required to do. consin. A more complete coverage of the engineering 
OF course this was not done only by him, but he led the _ societies’ news can be incorporated into this section. 
way and did a great share of it himself. While doing Pictures of campus activities and displays on the engi- 
this he kept his high scholastic record in electrical engi- neering campus are to be used to supply additional 
neering, continued his training in the advanced army information and to brighten up the page layouts. 

ROTC, and spent as much ne as ive e home Sneed’s Review will continue to review current books, 

. et oa long: well Mod pathway of Mood editors of the engineer’s intelligence will still be tested (or exas- 

this student publication that makes a man feel honored parated ) by the pee You a Lag a Le 
indeed to be the one to carry on for a year of its history, “© N0Pe te provide many more chuckles aroun re indeed J J ' %* Ferrous Wheel. 

The staff for this next year is an excellent one. On it ‘ 4 a « xinesaresl en 
are men who are extremely interested in the welfare of 1 nd io time during the year, Hough, “h since ae 
the magazine and its readers, men who are willing to ee HENS a 4 bu ae wath ww me wihie fe 
sacrifice their study time and their leisure (if an engi- woure ake a rea ee put “~ eve way we ith “vo is is 
neer ever has any leisure) in order to publish an issue to thotr oxi euets The ote, fon essing thew heim 
each month. And, next year, perhaps for the first time, a On their CHIECASINS, ae ue ity 2 = magazine mu his ea 
girl holds the position as Business Manager of the maga- Re oved Peay by the pais themealvee pe a 
zine, And the remarkable thing about these people is times, une cote pe the a oe sus — ( a ue ue or not) in article selection or even in general policy, and 

; ,. letters filled with good healthy criticisms could do a 

@ ieee Tig Beet Oaser $40 foot highe the enoiealen tof , great deal for us not only in establishing contact with 
13-story building—from the ground to the top of the boom Ur readers but in giving an indication of things to in- 

sheaves. For more information, see Science Highlights on page 32. clude or things to exclude from the contents of the 
—Photo Courtesy of Caterpillar magazine. 
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Synthetic Fuel 

by Alvin Crego ChE’59 

A survey of processes that may become economically 

feasible if natural liquid fuel supplies are exhausted. 

ITH the present increased It seems clear that the peacetime thesis processes, the production of 
WN use of petroleum for fuel petroleum demand will continue to synthetic liquid fuels from coal 

and heating it is apparent rise, costs of exploration and dis- seems to be uneconomical for the 
that new methods of producing covery will continue to increase as time being. Australia has devel- 
fuel need to be developed, as natu- petroleum becomes more scarce oped a process using brown coal 
ral petroleum production will reach and any future war will require which has low calorific value, but 
its peak about 1985. A natural enormous amounts of petroleum. still seems to have definite promise 
source of liquid petroleum would As solid fuels may never be as con- as a source of liquid fuels. The 
seem to be coal, as most countries venient for many uses as liquid process is not profitable as yet, but 
have abundant coal supplies and fuels, it seems obvious that new — with future developments it may 
the use of coal has decreased since methods of producing such liquid result in a major source of liquid 
the use of diesel engines and fuel fuels must be developed if de- fuels. 
oil heating systems. It is hoped that mands are to be met. Germany and other countries 
more economical processes will be The Germans did the first work have tried to develop profitable 
developed and that synthetic liquid in the production of synthetic liq- methods of producing synthetic liq- 
fucls will soon be able to compete uid fuels and are credited with the uid fuel from coal due to shortages 
with natural petroleum fuels. De- discovery of the basic principles of natural petroleum and an abun- 
velopment of such a process would used in the synthesis. The Fischer- dance of coal. This was especially 
also restore the coal markets which Tropsch synthesis, which was de- true in Germany's case during 
have recently decreased. veloped successfully around 1937, World War II, when she was un- 

Some methods of producing syn- is the most widely used process. able to import the petroleum which 
thetic liquid fuels from coal have Peak production was reached in was needed. 
been developed in recent years. Germany during World War II; Countries with an abundance of 
Most notable among these is the nine plants were in operation and coal are also interested in develop- 
Fischer-Tropsch process, which will the production reached a high of ing new uses for it. The demand 
be discussed at some length. There 15-18,000 barrels per day. Since for coal has decreased since the in- 
are several variations to this then production has tapered off be- troduction of diesel engines and 
process. cause the plants cannot compete the use of oil in heating homes and 

Synthetic liquid fuels are fuels economically with natural petro- industrial plants. Oil companies in 
produced from coal or some other leum products. the United States are also inter- 
medium for use as substitutes for Australia and Africa, and the — ested in methods of producing liq- 
liquid fuels as derived from natural United States, have recently con- uid fuels from coal. They realize 
petroleum. The coal is first mined, structed pilot plants and done a lot _ that petroleum deposits are limited 
crushed, pulverized, then gasified, of research on synthetic liquid fuel and that increased costs of produc- 
and finally liquefied, to produce the production. At present the only tion, due to development of harder 
required fuels. The range of syn- plant which seems likely to suc- to reach spots and poorer crude 
thetic products from coal includes ceed economically is the Sasol petroleum, will eventually force 
gasolines, oils, waxes, and resins. plant in Africa. None of the plants them to produce liquid fuels by 

Petroleum is the life blood of the in the United States are able to other means. 
nation, both in peace and war, Au- produce liquid fuels at prices that That every modern country 
tomobiles, trucks, tractors, air- compare with present liquid fuel needs a reliable source of petro- 
planes, and ships, depend upon it prices. leum has been amply illustrated by 
for motive power and it is now Unless petroleum becomes  ex- the recent events in the Middle 
commonly used to heat homes and tremely scarce, or new develop- East. South Africa has an abundant 
industrial plants. ments are discovered in the syn- supply of coal of pure quality with 
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a 4 a made for the withdrawal of a small 
he dee aa J amount of liquid oxygen for sale. 

ee : _ oo a The Lurgi high-pressure gasifica- 
ee ee an _ | tion system was developed in Ger- — Sai a i ae an > 5 - . - nw! many in the 1930's. Basically the 

oo — ee gasifier consists of a fixed-pressure 
2. 7 iS i od gener: él GO 

| > cae eee Pe penerally using en fuel Goa, / a eee three-eighths to one and one-half 
_ : ae OO rs incl a} vhich is fed in, and - r—~—~—~™sS—SO Oe inch mesh, which is fed in, and 

bi es i © a semi-continuously removed from 
e——“i—i™”s™ts™s—s—_O_OSOSSCO®SSCSC*ts*iéi«é«szsézséseéstst ge - " .......  ™ da ’ the bottom. The Sasol plant has 
oe —_  ###* ies: : nine such gasifiers in all. 
a oo he Le ae A steam-oxygen mixture is intro- 

ee oe duced in the lower part of the gen- 
a 4 ae Bar gs erator. The proportions of the mix- 

ee ae “ : ; Oe tures of steam-oxygen feed are so We el ee ee Coes regulated as rovide the desired i regulated as to provide the desired 
oS ee ea ee composition of gas and to keep the 
— coe pie Sf a ae temperature low enough to prevent 
Co Sea a | , i clinker formation and fusion of the 

ash. The hot gases, rising through 
: the fuel-bed, heat the descending 

: coal so the volatile constituents of 
: the coal are distilled off in the up- 

per part of the vessel. 
’ : Increasing the pressure favors 

? 3 é J A the formation of the multiatomic 
2 : : gases CO,, CH,, and H,O, while 

: \ increasing the temperature favors 
: the formation of hydrogen and car- 

bon monoxide. Most of the reac- 
tions are exothermic. The heat lib- 
erated is removed by means of a 
water jacket. 

The gas ratio of hydrogen to car- 
bon monoxide can be adjusted by 
control of the steam to oxygen ra- 

= eell: Gil. Company. tios. For high hydrogen to carbon Perhaps oil rigs like this will become obsolete if synthetic fuels ee gn yoroge . 
can economically compete in the future. monoxide ratio, high steam to oxy- 

gen ratio is used. 

a high ash content, but has no Eight thousand tons per day are able 1_some REACTIONS THAT TAKE 
natural petroleum deposits. In 1938 mined, crushed, and conveyed to PLACE IN THE LURGI PRESSURE GASIFIER 
Germany, France, and Manchuria the storage bunkers. The processed C + O:= CO, + 169.2 BTU 
had Fischer-Tropsch factories, and coal is blanketed with nitrogen to C + CO: = 2CO — 74.2 
in 1955 construction of the Sasol prevent spontaneous combustion in 2C + O2=2CO + 95.1 
factory began. Sasol is the largest the storage bunkers. The coal is © hoor aa + H.0 — 56.4 (Above 
plant to be built in the world and sized, with the small sizes being © 4 HO = CO, + 2H, — 38.71 (Be- 
is the only one which is expected used to fire the pulverized fuel low 900° C.) 
to be economically successful. boilers. The larger pieces are gasi- 2CO + 2H» = CH, + CO, + 106.2 

Sasol produced about twenty per fied under pressure in the Lurgi sci sone 5S AN 
‘ Berne ele . “eo. gasifiers ‘able I.— ADVANTAGES AND DIS- cent of South Africa's petroleum pressure gasifiers. — 7 ADVANTAGES OF LURGI HIGH PRESSURE 
requirements from high-ash bitumi- The oxygen plant consists of six GASIFICATION 
nous coal in 1957. Two variations Linde units, five which are nor- 

: : : . : Advantages 
of the Fischer-Tropsch are used in mally in operation. Each unit proc- | eer ; his a = oe andar ecbie f 1. Decreased plant size for a given out- this plant and a range of some _ esses 1,840,000 stan ard cubic feet put of gas, which is partly offset by 
twenty chemicals will be made. per hour (scfh) of air at a pres- increased capital cost. 

The plant was constructed by sure of 71.5 pounds per square inch — 2. HeS_ gas and CO: removal is taken 
the M. W. Kellogg Company of (psi) to produce 347,000 scfh of care of. | 

: : . 3. Subsequent transference of gas is America and Arge Construction of oxygen gas of 99.1 per cent purity, eanter. 
Germany. The ultramodern, highly 675,000 scfh of nitrogen containing 

instrumented factory is situated in 0.03 per cent oxygen and 675,000 Disadvantages 
the banks of the Vaal River, above scfh of nitrogen containing 2.6 per 1. Decreased efficiency of steam conver- 

a # sion with consequent increased an extensive deposit of low-grade cent oxygen. The oxygen recovered consumption, 
coal. The coal bed has an estimated as product is 94.4 per cent of the 3: Methane is formed, -which ds -unde- 
300 million extractable tons. oxygen fed in. Provision is also sirable in gas synthesis purposes. 
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SYNT HEsisheas which consists of a pre-wash, main 

wash, and a fine wash. The pre- 
| | wash stage is to remove the last 

AGE Roe fur compounds. The main wash 

EE QE COAL dioxide and practically all of the 

oat — BOs hydrogen sulfide. In the fine wash 

* | | =e Key section the gas is contacted with 
TER aE methanol at —-50° F, and the car- 

dL S TOOT. hydrogen sulfide left usually can- 
4 peeeee) Tea) Bae) [eg } not be detected. 

STEAM —e — STEAM In contrast to the Kellogg syn- 
Le thesis, with its circulating reactors, 

the Arge synthesis plant uses fixed- 
bed reactors. The Fischer-Tropsch 

ASH LEGS plants built in Germany before and 
Louisiana plant horizontal gasifier. during World War II had a large 

number of relatively small reactor 
units to contend with the heat re- 

The Rectisol purification process bons, along with a quantity of fine moval problems. Extensive re- 

is based on the fact that carbon di- fly ash. The fly ash and condensate _ search on rate of heat removal as a 
oxide and hydrogen sulfide are is removed in gas cyclones. function of tube diameter and gas 
highly soluble under pressure in There is sufficient condensate so __ velocity has enabled Arge to design 
cold methanol and are readily re- complete removal of dust from the much bigger units and to use much 

leased from solution when the pres- gas is ensured, The water, organic greater gas loads. The five Arge re- 

sure is reduced. The gas leaving sulfur compounds, aromatics, and actors at Sasol have the same out- 

the gasifier contains a large amount methanol are removed by treat- put of hydrocarbons as seventy-five 

of carbon dioxide and smaller, but ment with low pressure ammonia, small reactors of pre-war German 

objectionable, quantities of hydro- cold CO, + H.S, and cold pure design. 
gen sulfide, organic sulfur com- gas. The feed gas enters at the top of 
pounds and aromatic hydrocar- A scrubbing process then occurs, the reactor and consists of fresh 

HARD WAX h 

REACTOR WAX VACUUM . [pararoRMiNe f 

DISTILL = 

[ff HARD cRacKED HARD 
PROD. 

HOT 

CONDENSATION 20°C. 
SLAB _WA 

OILING —_—_—______—»> 
SOFT ‘WAX 

SYNTHESIS} COLD CAUSTIC | ATM. DIESEL. 

CONDENS, WASH DISTILL OIL 

; [lL sortoms prop 

TAIL HOT nam 8 GASOLINE 

TAIL H.C. REFIN| — |STABILIZ ————— 
GAS "RECO VERY 

Cy- Cy Cs C, 
TN 

REACTION WATER & OXYGENATES 

WATER 
—Drawn by Dick Jones 

Flow diagram of the Arge work-up section. 
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10 A ration in boiling ranges is obtained. tion and is removed for further 
I The Arge plant, with four reactors treatment. The slurry of catalyst 

‘ | peaate running and one on standby, is de- | and heavy oil is referred to as 

Vy signed to produce a minimum of “gunk” and is discharged into 
) ‘ 53,000 metric tons a year of pri- drums for disposal or later recov- 

ae \ mary products. ery. The liquid production is 

g x PRODUCTION The Kellogg synthesis does not 140,000 gallons a day, including 

z* - require reactivation of the circulat- _ polymer gasoline produced in the 
5 Q ing catalyst. The catalyst activity is catalytic polymerization section. 

2 SQ maintained at the desired level by A rough separation is affected 

2 “<S daily removals of old or “equilib- between high and low _boiling- 

é rium” catalyst and addition of a product fractions by partial or step- 
1900 1950 2000 2080 200 2180 corresponding amount of new cata- wise condensation of the reactor 

lyst. The catalyst is an important — products. The Arge work-up pro- 

&. 2 part of the synthesis and is a spe- cedure is to: 1. refine primary prod- 

= y cial type of iron ore. The metal and uct to final products of the re- 

s ewan its concentration are set by the de- quired specifications. 2. separate 

g sired product distribution. For the these products which must be 

ge ore to be properly metered it must “worked-up” along with the cor- 

a go ieeneetion be completely dry. responding Kellogg synthesis 

° The synthesis section of the plant —_ products. 
900 Ipep. _29m), Bape, ign BES consists of two units. Each unit is Feed to atmospheric distillers 

Top—World petroleum production. operated in dependently of the consists of the cold condensate, the 

Bottom —U.. 8. petroleum. ‘production. other, but in an identical manner. oil fraction used for extraction of 
This duplication of equipment ex- the catalyst, the hot condensate, 

gas from the purification plant and __ ists throughout the stages from syn- the C,+ fractions from the tail-gas 
reactor tail gas in a ratio of 1:2.3. thesis reactor to the separation of recovery, and recycle streams from 

Each reactor has a fresh gas feed as and liquid products. The prod- the _hot-refining high-vacuum dis- 
of 20,000 Nm*/hr, with a H,:CO uct gas and oil streams from both tiller and paraforming plants. 

ratio of 1:1.7 and thirteen per cent units are combined for processing. To remove traces of organic ac- 

methane. Arge reactors operate at Gas feed to the reactor consists ids, the cold condensate, para- 
approximately 360 psi. The reac- of fresh feed from the gas re- formed product, and extracted oil 

tion temperature at the beginning forming unit and internal recycle are first washed with dilute caus- 
of a run with fresh catalyst is 200- gas in a ratio about 1:2. The tem- He and a water after-wash. The 

230° C. and the temperature is perature of the combined feed is combined feed is then continu- 
raised as the catalyst becomes about 400° F., with the total de- ously distilled into the following 

older. sign feed volume being 250,000 fractions: a) overhead; petroleum 

The Fischer-Tropsch catalyst is | Nm’/hr. It is estimated that cata- to hot refining plant. b) side; 
extremely pyrophoric. To load the __ lyst circulation through the reactor power paraffins. c) side; diesel oil. 

reactor system it is first necessary is in excess of 4,000 tons per hour. d) side; fuel oil. e) bottom; waxy 

to purge the reactor system com- The reaction takes place at a oil to high vacuum distillate. ; 

pletely with dry inert gas. During pressure of 250-300 psi. The reac- The distillation columns are of 

transportation to points where it is tion is highly exothermic and be- standard design. The feed is pre- 
used, the catalyst is stored under gins immediately upon contact of heated by heat exchange with the 
inert gas. The catalyst must be dis- feed gas and catalyst. The heat of hot product and further heated in 
charged after a completed run and reaction increases the temperature a gas fired furnace. T he vacuum 
fresh catalyst added. of the catalyst-gas mixture as it distilling unit consists of three high 

The products obtained during travels through the transfer line vacuum distilling towers and a 
the reaction consist of hydrocar- and reactor. The rate of reaction stripping tower. The reactor wax, 

bons ranging from methane to and its completeness can be gov- which still contains some medium 
extra-hard paraffin waxes. At Sasol, erned to some extent by control of se 
only hydrocarbons from C, up are the catalyst loading, i. e., the avail- to- 
regarded as products; the CH, and able reaction surface. Increasing oof 
C,’s are reformed to carbon monox- the reaction increases the tempera- a 

ide and hydrogen. Water soluble ture and the reaction rate; thus so a 

alcohols are collected in the con- careful control of temperature and t= pe 

densed reaction water and passed catalyst loading is necessary. om Tomaano~—— GTHER auines WYOROGARGONS 

to the central oxygenater recovery Vapors leaving the tower first courounes  Suwounes . 

section. pass through mist extractors. These Relative eltectiveness, of antiknocls ‘om 
. pounds compared with tetraethyllead 

The hydrocarbon products con- vapors contain non-condensable Key 
dense as the temperature drops in gases, light hydrocarbons, other 1. Tetraethyllead 7. Xylidines 
the several units of the cooling chemicals and water. 2. Tetraphenyllead 8: "Toluidines 

train of each reactor and are col- The heavy oil, called decanted 3. Dibutyldiphenyllead 9 4 vitine 
: ‘ Ag 4, Nickel carbonyl 

lected separately. In this way, by oil, from which the catalyst has 5. Iron carbonyl 10. Isooctane 

partial condensation, a rough sepa- settled rises to the top of the sec- 6. Diethyl telluride 11. Benzen 
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—Drawn by Dave Sharp 

Sasol plant diagram and range of Sasol products. 
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boiling hydrocarbons, is passed the steam-air mixture used for cata- gas producers, sometimes adding 
over a vacuum stripper to remove lyst regeneration, and the neces- oxygen to the air feed to increase 
the hydrocarbons boiling under sary feed pumps. the capacity of the units. Gas from 
320°C. The stripper vessel is di- Hot, refined vapors are cooled to units such as these is too expensive 
vided into three compartments. 70°C., overhead vapors are con- in this country for producing liq- 

The partly-stripped product from densed, separated from water uid fuels within reasonable prices. 

the first compartment overflows formed in the hot-refining reaction, Thus, new gasification techniques 

into the second compartment, — and passed to the stabilization col- had to be developed before the gas 
where it is further stripped, and umn. The overhead vapors are con- _ synthesis process became close to 
finally overflows to the third strip-  densed with cooling water and the an economic possibility for produc- 
ping compartment, from where the non-condensables of this first cool- ing liquid fuels from coal. 

stripped bottom products leave ing stage are deep-cooled by liquid Some German experiments had 
through the overflow pipe. The ammonia, which produces more been conducted on direct gasifica- 
stripped light hydrocarbons, after liquid products. The fixed gases tion, but no work had been done on 
condensation, go to the combined from this stage go to the fuel gas suspended powdered coal gasifica- 
feed of the atmospheric distilling system. The condensed overhead tion with oxygen. Koppers Com- 
unit. The stripped wax now joins product serves as a feed to the at- pany obtained one of these designs 
the bottoms product of the atmos- mospheric polymerization plant. and used it as a basis for the first 
pheric distillation, and is passed Wax streams are hydrogenated to gasifier at Louisiana. This unit was 
into the first of three vacuum convert all the non-paraffinic com- a horizontal drum with inlets for 
towers. ponents into the corresponding oxygen, steam, and pulverized coal 

This tower produces an over- paraffins. Hydrogenation is carried at each end, Synthesis gas was dis- 
head fraction boiling between 320 out in the liquid phase, over a fixed charged from the center of the top 
and 370°C, The bottom product catalyst bed, with pure hydrogen— of the drum. 
of the first tower goes to the sec- in concurrent streams. The resi- The synthesis step has gone 
ond and third towers, which oper- dence time is two to three hours. through a rather extended evolu- 
ate in parallel. The overhead prod- = The hydrogenated wax fraction tion. The biggest problem was 
uct of these two parallel towers is consists of a mixture of soft wax, cooling. The Germans inserted a 
the wax fraction 370-460°C., medium wax, and some oil. large number of water-cooled 

where as the bottom product is un- The liquid and gaseous hydro- finned tubes into the catalyst bed 

refined hard wax, with a boiling carbon streams from the synthesis or used expensive double-tube 
point of 460°C. Each high vacuum section are treated to produce use- boiler type converters, They still 
distillation tower consists of a re- ful products for sale. The over- had hot spots in the bed and had 

boiler of special design, a rectify- heads from the fractionating col- to recycle one to five volumes of 
ing tower with Raschig rings, and umn are C, and C, hydrocarbons, tail gas to temper the reaction. 
a condenser built on top of it. Each which are condensed into a reflex They finally experimented with cir- 
heating element is surrounded by drum. The two side-draw-off prod- culation of cooling oils through the 

a baffle system to make it a more ucts are lean oil stripper feed and reactor. 
or less independent unit. diesel oil stripper feed. The strip- The Louisiana plant centered its 

The paraformer is a thermal ping steam condenses out with pet- attention on such oil cooled sys- 
cracking plant serving two rol and is drawn off to drain, The tems. In the first experimental test, 

purposes: petrol, which is of an exceptionally oil was sprayed over the top of the 

1. Cracks hard wax to medium high quality, is pumped from the catalyst trays, but even the high 
aud soft wax, reflux drum to storage or else used. specific heat and heat of vaporiza- 

2. Cracks the waxy oil-fractions In the catalytic-polymerization Hon of the oil did not provide suf- 
into :diesel.oil and petrol. section, olefinic hydrocarbon gases ficient cooling. The catalyst cham- 

are polymerized to produce high ber was then flooded with coolant 

The plant consists essentially of grade petrol, which is a standard circulating counter-current to the 
a cracking furnace, an atmospheric operation in modern oil refineries. process flow. T his gave adequate 
and a vacuum distillation tower. The overhead product is bottled as cooling, but uniform rates were not 
The vacuum distillation tower is liquid petroleum or used as fuel obtained. All the oil cooled sys- 
used only in wax cracking. gas. Butanes are removed from the tems suffered from excessive rise of 

The hot refining plant is de- bottom of the tower and provided pressure drop with time, caused by 
signed to convert alcohols and al- with polymer gasoline. the cementing of catalyst particles 
dehydes into hydrocarbons and im- The basic principles of the by wax formation and swelling. 
prove the octane rating of the pet- Fischer-Tropsch process developed Finally, a countercurrent flow 
rol by shifting the double bond of by the Germans are employed at system was developed in which the 

the olefins from the end to the cen- the Louisiana plant. As developed catalyst, instead of being held in 
ter of the molecular chain. These in Louisiana, the process consists of layers by retaining screens, was 

changes are made by passing the two relatively independent stages; charged into the vessel in bulk. The 
petroleum vapors at 400°C. over a namely, gasification of the coal and _ rising stream of oil and gas lifts the 
fixed catalyst bed. The plant con- synthesis of the liquid fuel. catalyst and causes the individual 

sists of a furnace for feed heating, The original German synthesis particles to move continually with 

two refining reactors, a superheater plants made their synthesis gas in a jiggling motion. Sensitive tem- 
to supply superheated steam for water gas sets or other standard (Continued on page 50) 
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Gasoline Additi d 

Motoring E 

by Alan McCone Che’58 

The continual race for a new and better additive and for higher octane 

fuels is explored by the author. He shows how high compres- 

sion engines have given new problems to the gasoline industry. 

HEN the automobile in- induction system of a vehicle. Anti- Second World War. The engines 
WW dustry was in its infancy, corrosion, anti-icing, anti-gumming they had were virtually as good as 

motor fuel refining con- agents, detergents and top cylinder they could be made. Further de- 
sisted merely of running crude pe- lubricants are examples of this velopment lay in the direction of 
troleum through a series of topping type. They could be called fuel increasing cylinder compression ra- 
stills and then shipping the light conditioners. tios. But the gasoline available at 
fraction to filling stations. Costs of Other additives, like tetraethyl the time did not have the octane 
production were low, and custom- lead, combustion chamber scaven- properties required to permit high 
ers were not very choosy about gers, and deposit modifying agents, compression engines to run 

fuel quality as long as their cars affect fuel burning and combustion smoothly. There was too great a 
operated. chamber conditions. These could tendency to knock. 

Since then, however, refining has be called combustion control Then, in the early 1950's, cata- 
become a much more complicated additives. lytic reforming processes for up- 
operation and the refining business Automobile engine designers grading straight-run gasolines were 

is highly competitive. Advances in reached a limit shortly after the developed, and refiners could now 

automobile design have put very 
exacting demands on refiners as to se a alata ap goa 

Some of the fuel properties re- ae 2 os ae 2 
quired by automobile manufactur- . oo oe a S ee - : 3 ae — 
ers simply could not be met by raw Fe = . . 
gasoline. Others were possible to Soe i 2 aa 
meet by refining the gasoline fur- h\ : : ‘ 
ther, but only at excessive cost. oy acme 

In order to put out a high quality Sn laa tig 
product at reasonable price, the re- f » gee CUS RTCRTTO RDI eo sae 
finers had to add to their product ‘gal — nt oT iy . 
certain. compounds that did not int ae ET : al cess “ ws IH 
naturally occur in petroleum. In aa be 4 ee on Lely =  eemeine | 
many cases these additive sub- t ia & i. ee a7 
stances have become so important , Ae | 5 ead 1 evil — ~ fas y a fom! that they are now critical factors +o : k rt Ne ae bet — tif NY )\ pz 
in all refining cost and product cost " Po Neo; | Ae ‘4 ee — — iene 
calculations. . as avi “<<... — 
Gasoline additive compounds i. é ae 2 = ¥ 

can be said to fall into two general ia SS Ue 

classes. Certain additives are used ee = : 
to improve the stability of the re- be a 
fined gasoline in storage and insure PS — =-Courtesy Shell Oil Company 
proper flow of the fuel through the Shell gasoline features a phosphate additive known as TCP. 
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produce higher octane gasoline in oe 2 ee MR BR Poe anil 
quantity. This was the opportunity nt v-———__—| a ee _— - ss 

the auto manufacturers were wait- cs 1 ; ee ag cee ee 
ing for. Immediately they began to Basan = . ~~” 
introduce higher compression en- Ce : = 4 ae 
gines into their new models. i yy, Ss iB 

The consequent rise in demand 8) ome. Zilia. Be ie I =] e 
for the high octane gasoline then oo 1 Ka, vy } We | coe 
led refiners to find ways to produce i ' L Res | ls ) 4 q 
even more high octane fuel and to - _ {22 : ; eae 4 ‘stam . ‘i 
raise the average octane level of ee - 1 et a a pF rh a 
gasoline even higher. Each new in- a ge i aa 4 Eo en * " a 

crement in octane level of refinery ee cet | < Se Wy ot eds 
product permitted engine designers - ae ee) Gee a). 
to raise compression ratios more. ms a Ay N Nh ete + “USS 

Each rise in compression ratio pro- : >< oh, weed Ye Lane I hn a } 
duced a demand for a still higher =| nf : ease : a 4 
“pool” octane level. The so-called + 1 & Yaa hi ay ' y tr? % 
“octane race” was on. : es os ee a ee — a 

The cycle has continued until at i ee Mss eae Pat oy — 
. oe as 5 ene SD ae S 

the present time both regular and [7 a a ate 2 = oh ae aia 
premium grade gasolines stand at : “a _ ~ Jetsec a a 
about 10 octane numbers above re P te ro 2 ok 4 
their figures of a decade ago. And . . : , —Courtesy Sohio 
experts predict the rise will con- ; This photograph illustrates the system of rapid octane ratings used to sereen addi. 
tinue until the average research oc- ve The bottles contain base uels ‘witht Sfarious aduhtives | e run in a Statistical 

plan to compare each additive to the base fuel. The engine being used is a standard 
tane number of leaded premium CFR knock-test engine. 
gasoline is about 100. 

In this high-quality region refin- perimenters found TEL had a has one disadvantage. It is highly 
ing costs for each new octane in- marked effect of reducing knocking _ toxic in concentration. For this rea- 
crement become increasingly high. when added to a fuel. It had the son the federal government pro- 
More than before, fuel manufac- same effect on retarding fuel burn- hibits use of more than 3 c.c. per 
turers are ready to use additives ing rate as enrichment of the fuel gallon of gasoline, and requires all 
that improve fuel engine perform- by higher octane stock. leaded gasoline to be dyed. 
ance for less expense than that After 35 years of use TEL is still Most refiners now seldom use the 
which would be incurred by addi- the most effective antiknock com- — maximum 3 c.c. lead in their prod- 
tional refining. pound known. The accompanying ucts, it turns out. As the concentra- 

Tetraethyl lead (TEL) was one bar graph shows the relative ef- tion of TEL is increased its ability 
of the first compounds to be added fectiveness of other compounds to increase octane diminishes. Be- 
to gasoline. In the early 1920's ex- studied compared to TEL. TEL tween 2 cc. and 3 cc. TEL per 

gallon there is a balance point at 
geese which the cost of octane increment 

: \ per barrel by adding more TEL is 
3 t as great as the cost to give the in- 

‘ crement by raising the severity of 
: reforming and other up-grading re- 

3 x fining processes. 
ie Bee ites. = te ville ait k Generally refiners attempt to 

tase MiSeg peed he: eep their neat (unleaded) plant 
; : oe a output at such octane level that ad- 
Babe | ai an . Wiel rene el Le oS dition of from 2 cc. to 3 cc. TEL 
eae bia tite A nen en ag ee ay ‘Gonon); per gallon will be sufficient to bring 
oe Of OC the product up to the market oc- 

ae | ss com im w ia aes ee ee ee Ns a) ane aan? fequinenent, 

ial aah oe = STi et eeiateta ‘ sea ea With the advent of higher en- 
am ae eee fe res eit ae es gine compression ratios an old 
Ne Co ee J problem has become more critical— 
Se oe eo | os the problem of combustion cham- 

ae eee SU ber deposits. When TEL was first 
. : > ee Se introduced, accumulation of lead 
ee salts in the chamber caused diffi- 

———— oe. "~~. ~ culty until ethylene dibromide and 
— ee . dichloride were mixed with the 

_— : —Courtesy Standard Oil of Ohio TEL. These dihalides formed vola- 
This station got its name from an additive. (Continued on next page) 
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Normal combustion. 

tile lead halide salts that vaporized fuel-air mixture even more prone engine design improvements that 
and were removed with exhaust to preignition. would reduce the effect of preigni- 
gases, One way of counteracting these tion and noted also that lower vola- 

Deposits formed by carbon and conditions is to increase the octane tility fuels seem to have less tend- 
fuel impurities are not removed by number of the fuel. Octane im- ency to “ping.” But the most prom- 
the halide scavengers, however. Of- provement has the same effect of ising method of correction seemed 
ten these deposits have a tendency retarding the fuel burning rate in then to be the discovery of some 
to retain heat and glow after the the case of preignition as it does in additive that could scavenge the 
fuel is burned, and may ignite the smoothing out regular knocking. As deposits or alter them so they 
fuel injected for the next stroke be- a matter of fact, some of the cur- would not glow. 
fore the proper instant. When this rent efforts to improve octane num- Several deposit modifiers were 
preignition occurs, the motorist no- ber have been aimed more at the studied and developed in 1954, 
tices an erratic knocking commonly preignition problem than at the most of them phosphorus com- 
called “wild ping.” The condition tendency to knock at high compres- pounds. Considerable controversy 
produces the same effect as that sion ratios. arose over the effectiveness of one 
which results from a badly ad- But this increment of octane of substances, tricresyl phosphate 
vanced spark. Similar deposits also number to check “wild ping” rep- (TCP), which the Shell Oil com- 
form on spark plugs in such a way resents a loss to the refiner. As the pany was adding to its gasoline. 
as to short out the spark current editors of PETROLEUM PROC- Researchers found that TCP did 
and result in failure of the plug to ESSING stated it in a January indeed eliminate incandescence to 

fire. 1954 article, “. . . octane numbers a great extent, and that it modified 
As engine compression ratios rise to supress preignition . . . are spark plug deposits so as to make 

and combustion conditions become needed to overcome a condition them non-conducting. But phos- 
more severe, the effect and. fre- that is not related to engine effi- phorus forms extremely non-vola- 
quency of these two conditions be- ciency. Hence, they might be tile salts with lead, and TCP itself 
come more acute. More deposit is looked on as octane numbers that seemed to be contributing to gen- 
laid down, and compression tem- are wasted.” eral deposit build-up. The Esso 
peratures are higher and make the The authors suggested certain company claimed that refining op- 

Combustion with surface ignition. 

> 2 oe o 
: oo i a 

oe oe 

“ Fs 
co oo” ” 

- 
>  -. 
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Nopwal. combustion, —Courtesy Standard Oil of Ohio 

erations giving a higher purity fuel In addition, the compound has — by members of the technical staff 
with less tendency to form deposits pronounced antiknock properties, of the Ethyl Corporation was 
were more satisfactory for reduc- especially when TEL is present in quoted in PETROLEUM PROC- 

ing preignition than addition of concentrations near the 3 c.c. per ESSING as saying: “To improve 
TCP. Nothing conclusive was es- gallon maximum. The addition of fuel basically, the additive should 
tablished from the debate over the compound to gasoline in its improve the durability of the ve- 
TCP, and several refiners elected normal concentration range (ap- _hicle. Without this broad yardstick, 
to use phosphorus additives. proximately 0.008 to 0.04 per cent the particular benefits of additives 

One corporation, the Standard boron compound) has the effect of | may be more than offset by detri- 
Oil Company (Ohio) developed a the fourth c.c. of TEL that refiners mental effects on some other phase 
new type of compound, one con- are not permitted to use. of engine operation.” 

taining boron. According to Stand- Trace sulfur compounds which The report then lists nine areas 
ard, their additive has all the prop- usually poison additives actually in which additives could affect 
erties of an ideal modifier, plus. increased the antiknock effective- durability: 
The compound not only modifies ness of Sohio’s boron compound. ‘4 os 

: rar 7. os 1. The additive should not cor- 
deposits to eliminate incandes- The additive also reduced valve . : 

co a fe —e . se rode metal parts of the fuel system 
cence, but also increases their fria- burning and channeling and elimi- Gi déterioratessump:diavhraems 
bility and acts as a scavenger in nated spark plug fouling. It is no i a P : Pp Mapiragms. 
the same way the dihalides act more toxic than gasoline itself. = The additive should have 
with TEL residues. Boron salts The claims of Standard for its 004 inductibility. It should leave 
with lead are volatile. boron compound shed light on 2° deposits in the carburetor, on 

Motorists using fuel with phos- what is sought by refiners in a fuel hot spots, in the manifold, on in- 

phorus additives often had to go additive. Its effect on every phase take ports or under the heads of 
through two tanks of gasoline be- of motor and fuel system function intake valves. 
fore they noticed any reduction of must be considered when evaluat- 3. The additive should not raise 
“ping.” The boron compound has ing a new substance. octane requirements of the fuel by 

an immediate effect in reducing A report presented to the Society forming deposits or by increasing 
preignition. of Automotive Engineers in 1954 (Continued on paze 48) 

Combustion with surface ignition. 
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The Ohio State 96-helix radio telescope. 
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—Winadow Into pace 

Since earliest times man has gazed out into space and has been both baf- 

fled and fascinated by what he saw. Now a new instrument—the radio 

telescope—gives promise of unlocking some of the mysteries of space. 

by Edward N. Disrud ee’58 

ADIO. astronomy began in equipment since and during World of his experiments he came across 
1932 when Karl Jansky dis- | War II. an unknown hiss static which he 
covered electromagnetic ra- Jansky graduated from the Uni- thought was of terrestrial origin. 

diation from outer space. The versity of Wisconsin in 1929 and This static appeared at 20.53 meg- 
science of radio astronomy did not went to work for Bell Laboratories acycles, which corresponds to a 
develop very rapidly at first, but at Cliffwood, New Jersey. He was wavelength of 14.60 centimeters. 
tremendous advances have been assigned to study the effects of This unknown static varied with 
made in the last 15 years. These static and interference on the new the time of day and also with 
advances can be attributed to the short wave Bell transoceanic tele- the day itself. Jansky’s theory of 

great studies made in electronic phone circuits. During the course celestial orgin soon vanished be- 
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cause the equipment received these 117 
signals when storms and radio in- 4 , 
terferences were absent. a — 

After about two years of data : “a FN 

taking he noticed that the static ra | 
varied with the earth’s rotation 8 A i 
about its axis and also with the Y v . \ oR 
earth’s rotation around the sun. ANT BEN 
With the aid of an astronomer, he Sa ELEMIS ‘ 
began the calculations that lead to Ne eg 
the conclusion that the static was Se os soumn A 
coming from a spot fixed in space. co "og 

This discovery did not cause iene Ly 5 east 
much interest at first but a man a m— 
named Grate Reber did become in- eo “7 
terested. He worked at different Wea Pir... 
frequencies and with a paraboloid Toe fe, . recoro 
antenna. His work along with Jan- 7 CT > ee = 
sky’s has given the world almost a SUPERHET, RCVR foc nar ——- ee a 
quarter-century of radio astronomy. i = 

Studying celestial bodies by the . oy . 
radio waves they emit has aided - 
the astronomers greatly. The earth’s a—Block diagram of a radio interferometer; b—antenna pattern of interferometer. 

atmosphere is transparent to light, 
certain infra-red waves, and radio 

waves between about one centi- the radiation is so weak. The para- of many dipoles in parallel. Radia- 
ne and = se pci . radio holoid acts as a headlight in re- tion from the F direction arrives 
astronomy almost all the informa- verse ie, it focuses many waves at AB at a time that is 180° out of 

tion fromthe heavens had been ob- a small veint abrthe ‘foots, The at shies fe at ah cD because rs 
tained from the small visible band ameter of the image at the focus is dipoles are displaced by one-half 

of frequencies. The radio band is inversely proportional to the diam- of a wavelength. Therefore radia- 
about 100 times larger than the eter of the paraboloid. tion from the F direction will can- 
visible or optical band so radio as- At the focus this image falls on cel which aids in obtaining direc- 

tronomy has enlarged the scientists a dipole element that is similar to __ tivity. Radiation from the X direc- 

“window” for examining the uni- one-half of an H shaped television tion arrives in phase at both aerials 

verse. antenna. Currents and voltages are so it will add. By increasing the 

To receive these radio waves induced in the dipole and ve fed number of alanents a va High 

large antennas are needed. An an- to a receiver. The construction of gain can be obtained, The main 

tenna is analogous to a mirror in its the dipole determines the operat- disadvantage of this system is that 

performance because the size of ing frequency so the frequency can it can be used at only one fre- 

each controls the amout of “bright- be changed by changing the ele- quency, 

ness” and also the smallest angular ment at the focus. The limitations A third type of antenna system 

detail they can, resolve. The surface on a paraboloid antenna are the makes use of interference patterns 

finish determines the quality of the diameter of the aperture and the and is called an interferometer. By 

image, inish of its surface. placing two or more arrays on a 
Paraboloid antennas are best Another type of antenna is a iste fcchae and feeding their out- 

suited for radiation studies because broadside array that is constructed puts to a common receiver, an in- 

terference pattern results at the 
output of the receiver. When a 

FORE ox: radio source moves across the 
ONECUEAR, “aa biemaatl pt plinti aerial, the resulting interference ABSORPTION ABSORPTION RADIO REFLECTION ? 

sone! [| esererme | pattern depends upon the angle 

HH gto 1o* 30 subtended by the source. 

WAVELENGTH - METERS The effective aperture of this 
system is equal to the length of the 

Zz baseline so a narrow beam can be 
| A | B produced with reasonable ac- 
te curacy. The main drawback of this 

a» system is that many different 
a beams are produced which makes 

t Cc BD the results hard to interpret. The 
oh measurement of radio source diam- 

Top shows the radio window as part of the energy spectrum. Bottom shows radio eters and the distance between 
frequency antenna constructed of many dipoles in parallel. (Continued on next page) 
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sources is the main application of military installations received believe that terrestrial storms on 
the interferometer. strong signals at wavelengths of 4 the planets could produce radio 

From the radio telescope the sig- or 6 centimeters, These signals WAVES: 
nals are fed to a receiver that is Caused quite a bit of concern be- In 1955 two Australian astron- 
similar to those used in television cause it was feared that the Ger- omers came across an intense radi- 
receivers, Great care has to be mans had come up with a new ation that was coming from the di- 
taken to maintain a constant gain jamming technique. After examing rection of Jupiter. Following these 
because: # slight variation such as the data carefully the conclusion observations they began studying 
produced by a filament tempera- was reached that the signals were their previous data. Sudden bursts 
tuva! fluctuation. would. chase the from the sun. All this was kept occured at different times on their 

‘vey ; ara oe secret until after the war but others previous graphs. These bursts had 
Sie GutaOe We Ges aie aa in the field of radio astronomy dis- been passed over as of terrestrial signals that are being detected. covered solar . li oa ey a Das cast cant aneiTiv ay ens a — covered solar radiation during this _ origin because there had been some 

fo maintain a constant output period. storms and radio interference at 
the receiver is calibrated 25 or 30 it wae woe watil after dhe awar the time. 

Himes 4. second by a standard that the equipment was far enough A detailed study showed that 
sOunees This standard source IS US- advanced to make a detailed study these bursts occurred when Jupiter 
ually a diode because its HOSE of the sun over all wavelengths. At was on the aerial beam. However, 
power 1s accurately known a terms wavelengths of one centimeter the these bursts were spasmodic in that 
of ats ‘current and bandwidth. The sun “looks” uniform through the — some times they occurred when Ju- 
NOISE, DOWRY 1S independent of tem- radio telescopes. The sun appears piter was on the beam; and at 
perdture and the resistance through to have a dusky center with a other times when Jupiter was on 
which ie Hows. A 25 or 30 cycle bright halo at 20 centimeter wave- the beam, no signals were being re- 
output is produced whose ampli- lengths. At wavelengths around 50 ceived. From calculations of Ju- 
tude is independent e ae ae centimeters the sun is an exceed- piter’s rotation about its axis it was 
noise and is proportional to the dif- ingly strong emitter. The radiation found that these bursts occurred in 
ference between the signal and the at meter wavelengths corresponds synchronism with this rotation. 
standard source. to a temperature of 106 degrees This lead to the conclusion that the 

An impressive way of displaying Kelvin. Both the diameter and out- radiation was coming from a cer- 
the output of the receiver is by put vary with changes in wave- tain spot. The approximate loca- 
means of a loudspeaker system. length, . tion of this spot has been deter- 
Sun and radio source static pro- The output of the sun varies by mined. 
duce a gentle hiss while radiation factors of 106 during periods of There are components in this ra- 
from Jupiter rumbles and roars. sunspot activity. It has been known diation that are usually associated 
However, if the results are to be for many years that the variation in with the random motion of thermal 
used for scientific investigation the sun’s intensity affected the electrons. This seems rather un- 
they must be recorded accurately earth’s atmosphere. By studying ra- likely because Jupiter’s atmosphere 
and permanently. There are sev- — diation with radio telescopes we __ is calculated to be at —140° C. and 
eral recording systems, such as. Tece have a good indication of solar the planet itself is thought to be a 
tifying the output and feeding it variability. It is hoped that through mass of solid ice. An active vol- 
through a millammeter. The move- — yadio astronomy an understanding _ cano could be causing the radiation 
ment of the meter will be propor- of the effects of this variability can and this would explain the appar- 
tional to the amplitude of the noise be fouad. ° ent thermal effects. 

and can be recorded on a revolving An interesting experiment was The pulses from Jupiter came in 
drum by a pen arrangement. carried out during an eclipse of the bursts of two or three in a rapid 

Because of the great importance sun in an attempt to determine the series. This could be explained in 
of the sun in our existence it has exact location of radiation at differ- terms of an ionosphere if the 
been the center of much study, As ent wavelengths. It was hoped that source were located above the 
carly as 1894 a man named Lodge as the moon passed over the sun planet. The first pulse could be 
gave a lecture in England in which that the radio signals would dis- from direct transmission; the sec- 
he stated that radio waves could appear at some point and therefore ond pulse could be produced by 
be received from the sun. He tried pinpoint the location of the source. an echo from Jupiter; and the third 
but was unsuccessful. The crude This did not happen and even at pulse could be reflected from the 
equipment that he used explain his total eclipse the radio sun was ionosphere to Jupiter and then to 
failure. Throughout the early past shining brightly. This leads one to the earth. 
of the 20th century other scientists believe that the sun is larger than Besides radiation from the sun 
made calculations based on black what we see optically, but the radi- and Jupiter, there is an excess of 
body theory and most of them ation probably comes from the 2000 known radio sources and a 
came to the conclusion that it was sun’s corona, general background radiation that 
impossible to receive radio waves During the development of radio produces a continuous spectrum 
from the sun with the equipment astronomy the possibility of detect- throughout the radio range. The 
available. ing radiation from the planets re- finding of these radio emitters has 

The actual discovery of solar ra- ceived much consideration because aided the optical astronomer in lo- 
diation is credited to wartime re- of their relative nearness to us com- cating other visible sources al- 
search in radar. In 1942 various pared to the stars. Some scientists though no definite connection has 
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been made between most radio and to 9.4 x 10° joules is radiated. successful, it will probably be 

optical sources. This is a very small amount of copied in other countries. 

In order to make accurate calcu- energy, but if enough atoms are The astronomers at the Univer- 
lations the positions of these radio _ present ee will ‘oduct of ae sity of Manchester did a great deal 
senses oe i be Suen Be- cent — ee ae pe e@ 21 of work in connection with the 

cea ° ae anae oe, ae away a & 3 ooo oe feels h Russian Satellite. By using radar 
ne signals that they produce are nis 1S a ZOO! example of what techniques they were able to cal- 

so weak that most radio sources has been done by the radio astron- , . wa : . : : : que culate the satellite’s orbit, and also 
cannot be studied fully until the — omers. The possibility of neutral ‘ : 

. iy a the distance that it came close to 
equipment advances. Most of these hydrogen was thought to exist in i : 

a devas . | i <n the earth over a period of time. 
advances must be made in elec. outer space, and the radio astrono- This information is of gre: — 
tronic equipment. mers proved it. It is possible that Fadl value: by zoe 3s o ore Oecd 

One powerful source that is be: other lines may also exist that will tica i iat fede tt oak 2 usec 

ing observed by optical and radio enable scientists to find other ele- to calculate the density of the au 
astronomers is the collision of two ments in space. Since this original the altitude of the satellite. 
galaxies. This is a rather spectacu- discovery in 1951 many bodies of Radar has been used to study 
lar sight because stars on the order _ neutral hydrogen have been found the moon to a certain extent. With 
of magnitude of 3 x 10° meters throughout space. further developments in radar it is 
along with their atmospheres are Another theory of celestial radia- hoped that the planets can be 
colliding. This is occurring at dis- tion is that of free-transitions. studied. 
tances of 200 million light years, so This occurs when electrons are set The main drawback in the de- 
the astronomers are observing free from hydrogen atoms that are velopment of radio astronomy is 
something now that happened 200 ionized by ultra-violet light. These the expense, as can be seen by the 
million years ago. free electrons may revolve around large telescope at the University of 
The origin of _Tadiation from the nuclear of another atom and — Manchester. Smaller systems can 

space is very intriguing and con- enter its field of force. Now elec- be utilized and are being used else- 
fusing to scientists. There are many trons can exist only in certain or- where but eventually it will be 

theories or hypotheses on this sub- bits according to Bohr’s theory. If necessary to build larger telescopes 
ject. One of the first theories on ra- a free electron moves to a bound jf the astronomers are to separate 
diation from the sun was that it orbit it radiates energy correspond- the huge entanglement of millions 
was of thermal origin which fol- ing to the change in energy levels og ctars that appear close together 
lows formulas quite well when the between the free and bound state. because of their large distances 

‘ : — gs 
sun is quiet. There are no limitations on the away. 

However, calculations based on amount of energy a free electron : ‘ 3 
* oct + a . - The development of electronics 

emission. during sunspot activity may have, so a continous spectrum : eps : 
Tascse that if a Atees : a is probably the most critical item, 
shows that if the radiation was of results. : ’ 3 

— pt . : : but it appears that electronics will 
thermal origin the suns tempera- At the present time the sun is be- : . 

: 9 é : . continue to advance. Antennas can 
ture would have to be 10° degrees ing studied very extensively. The Th he . 

- . : be built bigger and better at added 
K. The highest temperature on the center of our galaxy contains huge expense 
sun is thought to be about 2 x 10° masses of dust so the optical as- : ps an aoa 
degrees K. tronomer cannot see what is in There as i possibility that the 

One explanation for radiation this dust cloud. This area has not novel design may cut down ane 
during periods of sunspot activity been studied very much in the past — ©XPense and increase the effiective- 
is that the sun has a magnetic field but will get increased emphasis in ness of the equipment now in use. 
that is not aligned with its axis. the future. Some Australian astronomers’ .are 
This would make it possible for a The United States has been lag- planning a 300 foot paraboloid that 
potential difference to exist to ac- ging behind other countries, but will be partly underground. This 

celerate electrons up to high en- we now have radio telescopes at will result in decreasing the cost, 
ergies. However, not much back- the Naval Research Laboratories, and also an eliminating some wind 

ing for this theory exists, because Ohio State University, Cornell, and effects, which 1S a una jOr factor in 
experimental results are in dis- California Institute of Technology. the design of a large structure like 
agreement. Most of these are of the paraboloid this. . 

In 1944 a Dutch astronomer pre- type with an 80 foot aperture. The For radio astronomy to advance 

dicted that it would be possible to one at Ohio State is a broadside there must be cooperation between 

detect 21 centimeter radiation of array of helical design. Several uni- astronomers, physicists, and_ elec- 
neutral hydrogen. The discovery of  versities have graduate courses in tronic engineers. Foreign countries 
this occurred in 1951. According to radio astronomy. Collins Radio must and are cooperating to a 

physics theories, if the proton and = Company is building radio tele- great extent. 
electron are aligned in the same scopes and radio sextants. Radio astronomy has advanced 
direction, there is a tendency for The University of Manchester in rapidly in the past few years, and 
the spins to change. The proba- — England has the largest steerable it appears that it will advance at 
bility of this change is very low, antenna, a huge paraboloid 250 an increasing rate in the future. 
but it is thought to occur once in feet in diameter, This is a massive — Radio astronomy will undoubtedly 
several million years. When this structure that weighs about 200 aid the world greatly in conquering 
happens a quantity of energy equal __ tons. If this telescope system proves space. THE END 
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Men at work...on tomorrow! 

Young men like Dr. Wayne E. Smith are help- our catalysts are also proving useful in pre- 

ing to shape the future through research in the paring many other new products. 

exciting and challenging field of polymers in Dr. Smith received his B.A. in 1951 from 

the laboratories of Standard Oil. Tarkio College, Tarkio, Missouri, and his Ph.D. 

In just a few years time, petrochemicals in physical chemistry from the University of 

have mushroomed into a major industry—and Nebraska in 1955. He is married and has three 

there is still much pioneering work to be done. daughters. Heis active in church work and sports. 

Specifically, Dr. Smith is working on the Hundreds of other young men with scientific 

fundamental chemistry of catalysts—an area and technical backgrounds are building suc- 

in which Standard is a leader. From such basic cessful careers at Standard Oil. Their work is 

research will come new and useful products helping to make important contributions to 

for the future. Used in making polyethylene, petroleum progress. 

STANDARD OIL COMPANY = 
910 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO 80, ILLINOIS THE SIGN OF PROGRESS... 

THROUGH RESEARCH 
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m in the business 
2 ery, a es ee CES cane 

and I know...” ,Wyel eA 
“Not too long ago I was in the same situation you” eae a bl “ae Mi J a a a 4 
fellows are in now. Senior year and the big de © 8 YR, @ “Tae eo aa at | 
cisions. What am I going to do with my education? \ Me iy Re A , ee 
What am I going to do for a living? : Si + , ie a Kine . 

‘Well, I talked to a number of people and did as... Me ran ny | Oe en es Meo 
much letter writing and looking around asI could... °F Sih | So) lay 44 Be i OE igo ie WY OY 
The way I figured it, I wanted opportunity ...a fair 4d soataanty eB PEA ee Lal a fl * [ 

chance to put my capabilities to work and to be —ew ac Aa) ‘ fe i. 
recognized for what I could do. Of course, I wanted ‘| | ee TaN Nea aN / be os 
to be well paid, too. It all seemed to add up to the Po. i pp iy tis [gee — 
aircraft industry ...and to me it still does. C a Sey Le ti! Ze. ate oe, 

“In the space of just a few years I’ve worked on ‘Weg - See ae SS ws 
quite a few projects, important projects that some ¥ ¢ a AN "yO OF gh . 
day may mean a great deal to this country. They hy “i 1k Lop RPE oe 
sure meant a lot to me. And I wasn’t standing still N\A AS j \ / “4 je PA 
either. My salary and my responsibilities have in- SAY ; / A 2 [A 
creased with each promotion. That means lots of, <, “aoe i i j \ (/ ‘oP 

challenges, new and tough problems that we have to. - Hh fore ‘ - oh 
solve, but that’s the way I like it. So, if you want 4% ; f J } Be m , 
some advice from this “old grad,” choose the aircraft / som AR Ney) Be! {7 A f 
industry. It’s the wisest choice, I’m in the business / 4? Ls \ i 4c WY el 

and I know.” ¢ { “ . ASN | Ly i 

pee no other industry in America has grow: ‘ i Ny Mri, | 

so fast and advanced so far in a short time as has Sy io ae j pen ss , 
the aircraft industry. And yet there is no limit to J.{ * 4 eae A . 2 
how far man’s inventiveness and imagination can’. | 3 mm. N y \ ec ~ vo 
push the boundaries. Radical new concepts that f ve , NS tee f 
would have been unthought of just a few years ago tN Aa WP f Lamhe S je 

are the drawing-board problems of today. Y \w ip ({\ ; NAS omer 
Truly aviation is still in the pioneering stage, and \ a id ‘ye Y (Loge orp ‘ phe ~ 

one of the leaders is Northrop Aircraft, which has po Jee et | Lo - | io J ment NY hood 

been making successful contributions to our \ fo a i : EZ fms iW 

nation’s defense for over 18 years. Projects such assy me —_ i ee i 
the Snark SM-62, world’s first intercontinental “A> \\*... ee eS : ° 

guided missile, have identified Northrop as a suc- ) Me oe at Ngee 

cessful pioneer. And new aircraft such as the super--~ oR bes, pec iade SM 

sonic, twin-jet T-38 advanced trainer are maintain- gies vyuo _. : 

ing this reputation. me 

Let us tell you more about what Northrop can gf ao AY anal THT 
offer you. Write now, regardless of your class, to f fe ye raped 
Manager of Engineering Industrial Relations, f . “ : iki il eet 
Northrop Division, Northrop Aircraft, Inc., 1034/ ,” Pipe lie giae! I 

East Broadway, Hawthorne, California. é a , i HEE Pe pte ad 
if : 7 a Poyieaky 

pet ; Tia hea ha i 

ee Hg 
Rieke he dag hod is 

A Division of Northrop Aircraft, Inc. 
BUILDERS OF THE FIRST INTERCONTINENTAL GUIDED MISSILE 
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The Strain G 

by Edgar A. Wellens m’58 

The history of engineering is the history of man understanding the properties of mate- 
rials. Measurement of stress and strain relationships is basic to this understanding. 

INCE the origin of man, the remained crude and complex. achieved little success, as industry 
G station to his technical and Wires of uniform cross section was overly cautious in accepting 

structural problems has been were not available and instruments new ideas during the depression of 
dictated by the properties of the of extreme accuracy had not yet the thirties. However, with the be- 
few materials he could. fabricate been developed. As industry ad- ginning of the second World War, 
satisfactorily. While other materials vanced in other fields, technologi- the gage began to receive attention, 
were available, he knew little of cal advances soon developed new and soon was being used in many 
their properties, and furthermore instruments and an increased need electronic instruments. 
had no possible way of measuring for measuring devices. Upon completion of the war, in- 
or determining them. In the late 1920’s a number of dustry began applying the prin- 

\s man advanced he realized a 
thorough understanding of stress 
and strain relationships was 

needed. Many attempts were made 
in order to find a practical method 9 9 circuit 
to accurately measure. strain. Of ih 
these, one showed promise in that a 
it was not only sect but rea- it] core 
sonably accurate. 

The method consisted of taking a Td 
fine piece of copper wire and pass- 
ing an clectric current through it. F Moat'l under Stress F 
Knowing the current parameters, Inductive gage. 
the amount of resistance in the 
wire could be determined. 

The same wire was then sub- 
jected to. tensile and compressive 
stresses and_ its resistance again instrument manufacturers began ciples of the gage to its civilian 
measured. The change in resistance exploring the commercial oppor- problems, and had soon developed 
along with the loads applied to the tunities of the gage. Most note- many uses for the gage. The appli- 
wire were then studied, and a rela- worthy of these was the Bald- cations became so varied that the 
tionship between the two deter- win-Lima-Hamilton Corporation company introduced different types 
mined, From this study, man was (BLH), who eventually received a of gages to suit the situation in 
now able to predict with some ac- patent on the strain gage. After — which it was to be used. Some of 
curacy the stresses and strains of many modifications and improve- the more common types follow. 
available materials. ments, a gage was developed by The inductive type strain gage 

Having established the approach their people that gave extreme ac- utilizes the principle of changing 
to the problem, the measurements curacy and could be attached to inductance in an electrical circuit. 
and methods of attaching the wire materials with ordinary adhesives. This is accomplished by using a 
to the material to be studied still The gage was marketed but coil of wire wound around a metal 
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wire wound around two pegs rig- 
RR idly fastened to the material being 

ten sion i) Co tested. As the material elongates or 
contracts, the pegs move and 

QAoqes change the stress Ue the coil. Ap- 
propriate instruments measure the 

dummy Twput change in current due to the re- 
9ge-9465 sistance change and allow the 

strain to be computed. 

ON fs In order to measure the small 
NA amount of resistance change in the 

gage, accurate instruments must be 

Ref used. Some of the more widely 
5 used instruments are: 

t The Wheatstone Bridge incorpo- 
rates the strain gages into its de- 

= { sign, allowing current changes in 
milliamps to be read with accuracy. 

Out pyt By use of the following equa- 
tions and the values obtained from 
the Wheatstone Bridge stress or 
strain may be computed: 

Wheatstone Bridge incorporates strain gages into its design. / ARg 
Fe= Ree Fe = gage factor 

stamped on gage. 

1 1 ol Rg Re 
HR >Re t Re P= Rep Re 

core which is moved in or out of e) Temperature—Up to 1600 de- Rg = Unstressed gage. 
the coil. As the bar is strained, the grees F. : 
core is drawn out of the coil, de- f) Strain Direction—Pick up ARg = Re — R =- Ret 

creasing the flux density, and, of axial strains only, however + s Baek Re 1 
course, the inductance. This gage can be arranged in “rosettes” aha Change in resistance due to 
is somewhat cumbersome and is to pick up both magnitude : 
not widely employed. Its chief ad- and direction. Re RE 
vantage is that it may be reused. Fo Rg ~ Fe (Rg + Re) 

Resistive gages are the most From the performance character- €= Strain in inches/inches. 
commonly used. These gages are istics it can be seen that the gage is S—Ke S = Stress in psi. 
divided into two classifications, extremely accurate. However, it 
bonded and unbonded. The — will only record what is transmit- The strain indicator was devel- 
bonded gage will be given empha- ted to it by the material on which oped in order to eliminate the com- 

Sie this report. it is used. Therefore the manufac- putations involved to determine the 
The bonded gages are so made turer has supplied a detailed list strain. This indicator has a galva- 

that they rely on the variation of of instructions for applying the nometer in its circuit in place of 
resistance of a grid of 0.001 inch gage toa surface. It is extremely the Wheatstone Bridge, and may 

diameter Cupro-Nickel wire ce- important that these instructions be be balanced by the use of a dial on 
mented to a thin piece of paper. followed to the letter. the instrument. The indicator will 
This piece = paper i mn ee ah The procedure is as follows: give the strain in inches by reading 

gage has been given the trade from paint and scale. be ee ae are of a evelic or 
° 5 ee os 7" 9 6 . . waft Often strains are of a cyclic or 

name of “(SR-4) Strain Gage”, and 2. Remove file and machine dynamic nature. These values 

is marketed under that name. Its marks with medium emery oe vy rapidly : dca é ba 
cost varies from $1.15 upward, de- cloth using a circular motion change very rapidly and cannot be 

ee ees pa). Upward, de "8 , recorded except by the use of an 
pending on the size of the gage. 3. Clean with carbon tetrachlo- oscillograph. An example of this 

; Some performance characteris- ride or acetone. would be the strain produced in a 

tics of the (SR-4) gage are: 4. Apply precoat cement, allow rotating crankshaft. An accompany- 

a) Accuracy—0.1 per cent above fifteen minutes to dry. ing figure illustrates the principles 

circuit errors. 5. Apply gage cement. employed in the Hathaway S-12 

b) Sensitivity—One millionth of 6. Press gage firmly into cement, 1. C. oscillograph. 
an inch per inch of length. allow at least eight hours dry- The galvonometer is deflected by 

c) Range—Up to 20 per cent ing time. ° the strain occurring at the gage, 
elongation. and is in turn recorded on a mov- 

d) Dynamic Response—Up to The unbounded gages are made ing film. Variation in film speed 
50,000 cycles per second. up of a pre-stressed tightly coiled (Continued on next page) 
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Stide Wire. calibrated in inches. 

bg) Active Qoaae 1000 cps 

V voit 

wey 

Step 

Resistance 

Y Null pert qalvanometer 
Strain indicator, 

will allow operation over a wide ance. Commercial accelerometers completion of the plane or be used 
range of frequencies. which have strain gages built into for future checks on the plane's 

In this and other instruments, a them are used in measuring this structural condition. 

dummy gage is employed to make characteristic. Also in civil engineering strength 
allowances for temperature varia- The gage is of the unbonded of materials is now primarily deter- 
tion. The dummy gage is a gage type and will measure accelerations mined by the use of strain gages. 
that is attached to the same type of in only one direction. The gage is | Gages have been adapted for use 
metal, only it is not under strain. mounted on a gyroscope in order — on wood, cement and, of course, 
Therefore any variation in tem- to remove all unwanted effects of metals. They are attached to the 
perature will be accounted for in the plane. material as previously described. 
the circuit of the instrument. Usually the test is made for an The use of repetitive testing has 

The applications of the strain entire flight; therefore permanent led to the classification of mate- 
gage are numerous and can not be recordings are made with the rials, and the accurate determina- 
covered in detail. However, in or- oscillograph. tion of their properties. 
der to give a better understanding Stress measurements are con- Building construction is now 
of their use, a few specific ex- ducted on all parts of the plane. aided by the use of strain gages in- 
amples in three branches of engi- These may be made at rest or in corporated into the structure. 
necring will be covered. flight. As failure or deformation oc- Checks on the stress, as the build- 

In automotive engineering the curs at points beyond the elastic ing is constructed, verify engineer- 
drawbar pull is an engineering per- _ limit, values of stress on all critical ing calculations and remove any 
formance characteristic and can be members must be accurately chance of error. While this proce- 
determined by connecting two ve- known. Due to the small size of dure involves additional cost, it has 
hicles with a strain gage drawbar the strain gage, it is often built di- enabled engineers to introduce 
and using one vehicle to tow an- rectly into the plane at assembly. many new ideas safely as construc- 
other. During the actual towing, Tests may then be performed upon tion progressed. THE END 
readings are taken on the strain 
gage; and from this information the 
vehicle can be evaluated in  re- 
gards to its pulling power. Oscillograph. 

Tractive resistance is also an en- 

gineering performance characteris- _ 
tic and is a measure of the friction, mirror _——- a -O O™ _ 
air and grade resistance that a ve- —_= —- O " 
hicle must overcome. By applying —— 
strain gages to the driveshaft of a 
the vehicle, the torque may be —S 
measured at the shaft. With the ——— 
torque available, the tractive horse- Oe 
power may be computed. moneaaze (= = 

In aeronautical engineering the 

acceleration is often desired in or- goly anowmetear Lens 
der to evaluate the craft’s perform- 
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A my KEITH LYNN, B.S.E.E., PURDUE, ’52, INVITES YOU TO 

os S$ penal dtu with me at work" 
= 

: “P’m an Equipment Engineer for Illinois Bell Telephone Company in 

: Chicago. Speaking personally, I find Bell Telephone engineerin 
8 peaking P y I 8 g 

: darned interesting and very rewarding. But judge for yourself.” 

Le oo | ; Ee | pee as @ os “a 

/ §f je Ce | ian i/o € 4 Led Se, 

bf > NS Oe p SB ns in a ||| 

“8:30 a.m. We start at my desk. I'm “10:20 a.m. I discuss a proposed layout “11:00 a.m. At an interdepartmental 

studying recommendations for additional for the additional central office equip- conference I help plan procedures for 

dial facilities at the central office in sub- ment with Supervising Engineer Sam P. another job I'm working on. Working 

urban Glenview. This is the beginning of — Abate. Since I'll want to see the installa- with other departments broadens your ex- 

a new engineering assignment for me.” tion area this afternoon, I order a car.” perience and know-how tremendously.” 

i ee oh e Wee al i il ee: wit ae 

,=[2F FS 32 wer 
ee ee ee EV ee ae Fi earn | ee A gee 

= °C ee Bt a a \ Lee ee Fe 

_ ee, a a Stee me ve i 

a eel AiG ar. Vs eae | : 

ff , — oo \} Oe — L - deiidiiaaiaess\ 

he -— Le “oe vag 4 L co To REEL Ui ipaa y sae . | 
5 Ce a 3 o nus MAA GREE 0 es pe Sa 

Oe ed ce te a Le rr ORL es 
ees ee ‘i AE eS ae 
"2:00 p.m. After lunch I drive out to the “3:10 p.m. Then I drive to the office “3:30 p.m. Before starting back to Chi- 

Glenview office. Here, in the frame room, at nearby Skokie where a recent assign- cago, I examine a piece of Out Sender 

I’m checking floor space required by the — ment of mine is in its final stages. Here equipment being removed from the 

proposed equipment. The way our busi- I’m suggesting a modification to the Skokie office. This unit might fit in just 

ness is growing, every square foot counts.” Western Electric installation foreman.” fine at another office. I’ll look into it.” 

“Well, that was today. Tomorrow will be different. As you can see, I take 

a job from the beginning and follow it through. Often I have a lot of jobs BELL 

in various stages at the same time. I think most engineers would agree 
a terectinn:® 2 Brees TELEPHONE 

that keeps work interesting. 

‘ é . . . COMPANIES 
Keith Lynn is one of many young engineers who are finding rewarding 

careers in the Bell Telephone Companies. Find out about opportunities gm 

for you. Talk with the Bell interviewer when he visits your campus. And 

read the Bell Telephone booklet on file in your Placement Office. ard 
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NEW PROGRESS TOWARD by the beam,” the Westinghouse information to be displayed. They 
TELEVISION-ON-THE-WALL scientist explained. “For television distribute excitation to the screen 

A new experimental television Service, 30 such pictures, or frames, in accordance with an applied elec- 
display screen—brighter than any — are painted each second. Between trical charge. Once this charge dis- 
previously reported and no thicker frames, the phosphor should con- tribution is established, the screen 
than a picture frame—has moved _ tinue to glow long enough to re- is excited without interrupting 
the idea of “television-on-the-wall” tain a_ given image, thus display- throughout the complete frame, or 
a step closer to reality, ing what looks like a continuous picture. Then the charge distribu- 

Developed by scientists at the picture to the viewer. tion is changed to form a new pic- 
Westinghouse Research Laborato- “Many military applications, ture. The result is a picture of high 
ries in Pittsburgh, Pa., the new dis- | however, require fewer than 30 average brightness and very low 
play screen is an important step in frames per second, which brings on flicker.” 
fforts replace the > high- a serious problem of flicker of the ° orts to replace the bulky, high Ser ee a ‘es the 4 80-TON BITES BY HUGE 
vacuum television picture tube picture. This fact, p us the low POWER SHOVEL 
with a flat, bright “solid state” dis- maximum brightness of the tube, : play screen. has placed limitations on its useful- One of the largest mobile land 

The new display is called an Elf ness in a variety of situations. machines ever built in the United 
screen, getting its name from two “The Elf screen overcomes the States, a 2,400-ton power shovel 
words: clectroluminescent and fer- problems of low brightness and ex- named the River Queen, has been 
roclectric, It combines in a single cess flicker by providing for con- working for more than a year in an 
structure an clectroluminescent tinuous—not interrupted—excitation open pit coal mine in western 
panel—man’s newest source of light of the screen. The built-in ferro- Kentucky. 
—and a flexible, built-in storage electric cells store and control the Taller than a 13-story building, 
and control structure made of fer- ss 
roclectric materials. ay 

In describing the development, | # : 
Dr. KE. A. Sack, manager of the di- 2 = oe 7 f Bie a om ; 
electric devices section of the Wes- ij rf \ ’ ! tinghouse Research Laboratories a 4] 3 } x i ye ” eo 
declared, “A satisfactory solid state vl a al Ans - 
display screen is an important ob- ae | ea = a8 .” , “ 4 aR 4 : oo . oe jective of modern electronics re- po a +4 : 
search, When such a screen is fully Es | e EI 4a ‘om : 
developed, it will do such things as 

een display radar pictures or other in- a e | | | By ] 
formation in aircraft, show the Gb & @ | i’ Ce. noe 
ever-changing air traffic pattern BD Pov a = a 
around an airport, or bring televi- | Bs : a presi i : 
sion-on-the-wall to the average 5 Nis 5 
American living room. | | Et a i 

“In a cathode-ray tube the pic- 
ture is ‘painted’ on the phosphor- 
coated inner surface of the tube by 
a beam of electrons which periodi- ae rc eee 
cally sweeps across the phosphor ¥ 2 me F ep oueteky: WW eitinghouse surfs sng ¢ | : This small “checkerboard” represents an important forward step in the develop- 
SUEELCG, causing at to glow in ac- ment of a display screen that will eventually bring television-on-the-wall to the aver- cordance with information supplied age living room. 
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heavier than a Navy destroyer and EE TEE FO FEE 
able to take more than 80 tons of *: ht gy ; bie, a une ae Co Ge esate “4 
rock and earth in a single bite, this eS ee ee , < So GO Ba 
new shovel uncovers fe seams of YA I: 4 j ad pipet ed ae aS, cecil 
bituminous coal in the River Queen fae oN Ye a ae s ee | le 
Mine near Central City. The mine os a ‘la pf ae ey) 
is owned jointly by the W. G. Dun- a eee a a! BS Yd" he age 
can Coal Co. and Peabody Coal Co. i ty ae i ‘ So iy: 5 CRAG ary 
It is operated by Peabody. When Tr em 211 Sl a Gs tee 
in full operation, its output will be ye Me we 5 ays Ly BJ bia ae > 
2 million tons of coal annually, ee is eae y= an ae Rage 

mine officials say. Shipments will a. ge 1 % >= ge a 
be both by rail and in barges & oe tj hg Cs ce & as Lee SAT 
loaded over the River Queen Dock bee eS — 2 A ee 
on the nearby Green River. oe bad iy Fy eee ato 

The River Queen, a special long- oe < / ae k 4 | i ee irae 
range stripping shovel equipped y ee =| v4 ) ie —— hae cae 
with a 55-cu. yd. dipper, is the me ak. rik ea he lai 
largest power shovel ever built by : a “is, . re, en 
Bucyrus-Erie Co., South Milwau- eo, eee eee ts ar 

kee, Wis. } : : ea — : ee 
The 1650-B stands 140 feet high. = gigd ee Roce : wes R: 

It is equipped with a 145-ft. boom : Peat oe d i ie 
and an 86-ft. dipper handle, ena- Two’s Not a Crowd! Two men step inside the River Queen’s 55-cu. yd. dipper to 

bling it to dump rock and earth show off its spaciousness. 
overburden nearly 300 feet away 
from the digging point and to by smaller power shovels. They The cab has an air conditioning 
stack it more than 100 feet high. load into large diesel haulers, — system and an inter-communication 
In each pass of its mammoth dip- which take the coal to a washing hookup with four telephone sets. 
per, the River Queen excavates and screening plant geared to wash A loudspeaker attachment on the 
enough material to fill a room 1,000 tons of coal per hour. boom enables the operator to keep 

14x 12x 9 feet, Despite the River Queen’s size, in contact with his ground men and 

And, what an appetite the River one operator controls its entire dig- those in the pit area. Further en- 
Queen has. At the rate of one dig- ging operation with two hand le- hancing the cab’s comfort and 
ging-dumping cycle in a little less vers and two foot pedals. The op- utility are tile flooring, wood panel- 
than a minute, this mechanical gi- _erator’s glass-enclosed cab, perched _ing, a water cooler, clothes lockers 
ant in 24 hours could pile up a 30 feet above the ground at the and a foreman’s desk. 
mountain of more than 100,000 tons right front corner of the machine, Fifteen General Electric motors 

of overburden. The River Queen offers full visibility. An 8-ft. wiper | power the shovel—cleven for dig- 
excavates only down to the coal keeps the windshield clean on ging and four for propelling. The 

seam; actual coal loading is done rainy days. main motors are two 1,500-hp AC 
/ ; ; ; motor-generator-set, synchronous- 

eee ‘ ; a dey S driving units. The main functional 

i — ee % a. : The Lip é DC motors consist of four hoist 
e el : on ae Saaee motors rated at 375-hp each; three 
“8 C. : a YZ V3 Y \\ ‘ swing motors at 18714-hp each; 

: | pot LL hp YY ; two crowd motors at 18714-hp 
on as oS fy) \\ each; and four 200-hp propel 

uit Lf VA “s. 
3 Ue dé h} \\ \ motors 

A / @ THE TWISTOR—A NEW 
_ Ll ee MAGNETIC MEMORY 
ene Lait r >) ey CONCEPT 
i \/ ‘ m- 3 ee A new concept in memory de- 

4 Vv \ li ; 4 P vices has emerged from explora- 
os Ses a —* Fol, if aay ca vie oy a a as so tory work at Bell Telephone Labo- 

Fb nck PF tet a takatnammia TS comeep, whieh a eer ave ie oe 8 ee a been named the “Twistor’, is ex- 

ee ‘ Ce A ge pected to make possible memory 
= Re ae vp ele sabe S-88'5 Ba ee systems which are simpler to fabri- 

3 Sc a | ~ rf net eta - ire ee eee cate and more economical to manu- 

ee ee pes rs CMe " ee perc ed lap facture than existing systems. Such 
So a wc devices may have extensive appli- 

Swinging High! Standing on one seam of coal the River Queen clears limestone over- Cations in. computers and electronic 
burden from an upper coal seam. Note the pickup truck in the foreground. (Continued on next page) 
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cee | ‘ y a ferrite sheet is employed, either 

S »y N ay AN if a threading or a plating operation 
Soe / \ . = } \ is necessary to suitably locate the 
is mee mF ae } Ls conductors. However, with the 

ae eae’ ee YK YY “Twistor”, the ferrite material is 

Lots ‘Sy Ue “ ! completely eliminated and no 
4 ee “ \ oe : threading or plating is necessary. 

ae FH MY ee \ Speed of operation and output of 
4 es ta a a eat 2 — es the “Twistor” are comparable to 
eh \ i ie ced ae aN . a apf on % fe ferrite memory systems. 

aN ee ee & e oN ~~ \ 7 es cs i =a ie ‘ i oo > 4 NEW GERMAN FORDS 
re ee ee A hm NOW IN U. S. 
ms y EN bs se ts io iter tea, * | = Six models of the compact, new 
i Waa ee Seri ar iN a -\. ~~ Taunus passenger car, manufac- 

, Ba i oo = te \5 a f\ .\ a tured in Cologne by Ford of Ger- 
ae @ Cua a ae Lees. ’ : \ \ Q many, will go on sale in the United 

“ q ae Y MM Coe Grr ar Vo States in May. 

4g 4 Spe wt ee The new Taunus sedan is two 
yt . BY ’ eng et aAS in 2) . , : Cy) and one-half feet shorter and more 

PN at ee CERES TOR mee than half a ton lighter than 6-cylin- 
PO es,” 7 Press ga ts 1] 5 ies der models of the Big Three Ameri- 

Le It) Ps as R \ Ai, cs \ a can cars. And it provides up to 35 
v4 ate ay aN 2 ti | / J vet miles per gallon in fuel economy. 
e “aE P py co = AU Tie 7 2 a: 6 Taunus models to be imported 

as — SOY AV MEL a ¢ for sale here include the Taunus 
‘ ff a OUNNUEE i qi fg ernmene 17-M de luxe two-door sedan and 

An experimental magnetic memory array which has been set up at Bell Telephone the standard model; the Taunus 
Laboratories to evaluate the “Twistor” 17-M four-door sedan in deluxe 

and standard models and_ the 
a ; . ; Taunus two-door Combi-wagon 

switching systems where rapid- In practice, the circular mag- (station wagon) in both de luxe 
access, high capacity memories are netic field is provided by a current and standard models. They were 
necessary. pulse through the magnetic wire, shown at the 1958 International 

The “Twistor” concept opens the _ and the longitudinal field by a cur- Automobile Show in New York 
way for the ee of pe rent pulse through the copper wire City. 
netic memory arrays by merely in- which is perpendicular to the mag- a . a ; 
terweaving horizontal copper wires netic wits Thus, storing a bit = oo body ae 
and vertical magnetic wires, much quires two coincident current powered by an ‘ <eotiorti cal evar. 
as window screen is woven. Such a pulses. One pulse by itself is insuf- F ad v ive: f we li de : gh ont 
device would be similar in appear- ficient to store a bit. Readout is ac- ‘trok a ring hi cs de a “a 67 
ance to a ferrite core array, but complished by overdriving the lon- brake havo erat adi « Pe 1 
without the cores, and would op- gitudinal field in the reverse direc- at horsepower : Pm 

erate in much the same manner as tion. The readout signal is sensed _ es ee cs s a semen t k einen 
a core array. across the magnetic wire. Because a oe aed Bemkessitn ate is 71 

This new concept gets its name the lines of magnetic flux along the to 1 Test Autig SUE Aareseaa ads 
“Twistor” from a characteristic of helical path wrap the magnetic at 40 miles au our show an aver. 
wire made of magnetic material. conductor many times, a favorable a e of 35.3 miles 5er allon fuel 
Torsion applied to such a wire — increase in the output signal is cm Hon Gendein 8 speed is 
shifts the preferred direction of obtained. 78 m . sing speec i 
magnetization from a longitudinal Investigations are now under po 
to a helical path. The coincidence — way to determine optimum size The Taunus two and four-door 
of a circular and a longitudinal and composition for the magnetic sedans feature a smartly styled, 
magnetic field can then be used to wires. It appears that a conductor American inspired low silhouette. 
insert information into this wire in plated with magnetic material may Built on a 102.5 inch wheelbase, 
the form of a polarized helical have some advantages. Diameters their overall length is 172.2 inches, 
magnetization, and the magnetic as small as one-thousandth of an overall width 65.7 inches and over- 
wire itself can be used as a sensing inch appear to be feasible. At all height 57.7 inches. 
means. Application of torsion to least 10 bits per inch may be Deluxe Taunus models have an 
the magnetic wire in a final device stored on such a wire without ad- attractive, padded instrument panel 
may be unnecessary, as the helical verse interaction. with a full complement of instru- 
path for the preferred direction of In _ conventional magnetic core ments and a lockable glove com- 
magnetization can perhaps be memory devices, conductors must partment. The safety steering wheel 
“frozen” into the wire during be threaded through the cores to is of the dish type and the finger- 
processing. make up a suitable matrix. When (Continued on page 36) 
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Ilied 

a What will first assi be like ? 
At Allied Chemical, you could be working on one of our mechanical, electrical). We have prepared a new book, 

more than 3,000 products . . . perhaps in chemicals, “Allied Chemical and Your Future.” which suggests what 

plastics or fibers. You could be located at one of our 12 your first assignment might be like. Why not write us for 

research laboratories, over 100 plants, or many sales a copy today? The Allied interviewer can also answer 

offices throughout the country. your questions. Your placement office can tell you when 

At Allied, there are assignments with a future for he will next visit your campus. 

chemists, chemistry majors, engineers (chemical, Allied Chemical, Dept. C-3,61 Broadway, New York 6, N.Y. 
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Science Highlights Ox ; 
(Continued from page 34) 2 N es ee wo er oN tip gear shift is mounted on the Ae: per N e man 4 | 

steering column and controls the on & ef ys e on f ne 
three-speed transmission which is premise 0 “ea om Bir. ag 4 
synchronized in all forward gears cd ‘a — 1 i 5 att 
including first. W\o8 NGS « ci fe 2 * a sae bed ee i , © vid A novel automatic clutch called ee ht a & ante L. oe = 
the Saxomat, is an extra cost option a Lsihenpecieer “WOE . te @ io A 
which entirely eliminates the clutch " \ iy y ie . | ‘i ‘ 
pedal. All shifting is accomplished aren ‘4 Ny i Acad 
simply by moving the gear shift 4 y W ss P oe 
lever on the steering column to bes me | v, fi OLE) 
first, second, high or reverse gear. : | a |e | py i 
An electric control switch in the f a. i Wi baer 
gearshift lever actuates the mag- a a 4 it i ‘ 
netic clutch-operating mechanism —* e gu Ft | eee 
automatically, This mechanism also : y . | a [) om | 
automatically adjusts the engine ie del ia LS .. a PS p 
speed as gears are changed. | y a $ 4 < oe Pi ee 

The neatly styled interior of the a ST) Fa LO fn , ag oye. # Bx ee f) Le , » Taunus utilizes colorful upholster- 4 Diba PS. CP Ea - rs 7 
jee BE SAUNT aaa, —Photo Courtesy Westinghouse 
ies of smooth, easy to clean and This unique machine will handle radioactive materials under 18 feet of water and 
durable plastic materials an _two- will operate on its own small railroad track. tone combinations covering foam- 

rupber padding. 7 th Sant Cast when the steering wheel is turned. The machine will be installed 
and hee a ae id t e ee . 2 The coil springs surround or en- this year in the world’s first indus- 
ak AEGe m ane and ha, ndli , circle the upper half of the shock- try-owned nuclear materials testing 

ae a 4 m eat ee ™8 absorber outer body. When the reactor now under construction at 
an % ; oe Pathe UsePke itom 2 wheel hits a bump, the absorber — Waltz Mill, Pa., about 30 miles 

deni ade Ha A Ye SSSA On nd body travels upward to compress from Pittsburgh. 
7 pens aati be. ee ca the coil spring. A front sway bar Requirements for the safe han- 

te seMECMPUC, Progressive acting also is used with this system. dling and transportation of large rear springs which adjust them- : : : vs radioactive samples between the selves to load and road conditions. an @ avd the “4 sells” of 
The front suspension employs a MACHINE FOR HANDLING Zeaclor GOrG and the © Hot ke as . RE PEST ETOPIOYs. @ RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS the facility led to the design of the high-mounted coil-spring and , 3 ae ae : og : new machine. It will be capable of shock-absorber combination with a A unique machine for handling : é oh ‘ . ; volte : . : : operating at all times under 18 feet large tubular member extending radioactive materials under 18 feet ‘ eye . : : . : of water which is used as protec- from the lower control arm upward of water and which operates on its . 14. vmvmocsn iit . : . : : tive shielding during transportation into a spring tower in the engine — own small railroad track was avid storage. 

compartment. shown by Westinghouse Electric ‘ StOTA Re. . a ¢ a : " : : The machine is about 22 feet The tubular member is a long Corporation for the first time at the : ce - . a aoe : long, 6 feet wide and 8 feet high. shock absorber that is integral with 1958 AtomFair in the International : : : : . It has been designed to handle ex- the wheel spindles and_ rotates Amphitheatre in Chicago. os ‘4 ; 
perimental containers, or thimbles, 

; 18 feet long and 21% inches in di- 
is saa ale eae 4 | Be he ameter. The thimbles will be 

3 a po ter | at il moved about 100 feet by the ma- 
ad gl 7! | Vil} chine along a small railroad track 

: a5 87 3 /e AV iG \ i a and then by remote control in- 
Se eee Oe ee oa U AY HEL serted through the bottom of the 

Rise ces = — aa : aa | reactor vessel into the core for hNg ee aN . : testing. 
za a ise —=- #g Experiments will include testing 
fe SEES L ra of various types of reactor mate- Oe MaRS yo 0). le rials, such as uranium oxide and eT ee... — s 4 lumi ll hick 1 emi rn | Man = Oe aluminum alloy, which may be 

‘ ae cM ae ee NS suitable for reactor applications. i << PE =a pee 2 ot aes 
oe a GERMANIUM RESISTANCE 

a ti THERMOMETER 
A brand new contender in the compact car field is this 5-passenger Taunas sedan, anny erates se 

to be imported from Germany by the Ford Motor Company in May for sale in the A ee Having ns ther 
United States. Styled with clean, modern lines, the Taunus has a 102.5-inch wheel- mometer having high sensitivity 
base and an overall length of 172.2 inches. (Continued on page 45) 
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from Donald W. Douglas, Jr. 
President, Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc. 

Here at Douglas we’re involved in a greatly result in great benefits not only to our own nation 

accelerated missile and space program. This but to all mankind. 

requires one of the most intensive engineering If you’re interested in tackling these problems 

and research efforts in our history. with us...in giving your best in an all-out drive 

The problems are great ones as we move into to solve them... we’re interested in you! 

the new dimension of unmanned and manned Please write to Mr. C. C. La Vene 

space vehicles. They require specialists in almost Douglas Aircraft Company, Box X-6101 

every engineering field. But their solution will Santa Monica, California 
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\a MENS EARS 
S&S iE by Wayne Rogers, me’59 

born in Appleton—and three of ing industrialist and manufacturer 
them are UW graduates: Aiken, of machine tools, Johnson served as 

yo Murphy, and Peterson. All have consultant to the War Production 

q{ won wide recognition in engineer- Board during World War I and to 
ing, industry, and public service U. S. foreign missions and admin- 

fields. istrations following the war. 

Howard Aiken, professor of ap- William B. Murphy, president of 
. plied mathematics and director of the Campbell Soup Co., of Cam- 

: cS the Computation Laboratory at den, N. J., was born in Appleton in : y » Ni Js PI 
Harvard, was born in Hoboken, 1907, and received his BS degree in 

WISCONSIN MEN CITED N. J., in 1900, and came to the Uni- chemical engineering from the UW 
Five men widely known in sci- versity of Wisconsin to get his BS in 1928. He received an LLD de- 

ence, engineering, transportation, degree in electrical engineering in gree from Lawrence College in 
and industry, two of them natives 1923. Later he studied at Harvard 1954. Murphy has won recognition 

of Wisconsin and three of them to earn his MA degree in 1937 and as an executive in the manufacture 
graduates of the University of Wis- his PhD in 1939, Editor and author of widely known food products de- 
consin, were cited for outstanding of numerous technical publications, veloped under a policy of attaining 
accomplishments in their fields at he has gained recognition as a dis- high quality through research. He 
the LOth annual Wisconsin Engi- tinguished scholar of international is a director of the Wisconsin 

neers Day celebration on the UW reputation and a pioneer in the de- Alumni Research Foundation. 
campus Mav 2. velopment of computers. Arthur F. Peterson, vice presi- 

The five leaders were recom- Harry C. Brockel, municipal port dent of Bethlehem Steel Co., was 
mended _ for distinguished service director for Milwaukee, has won born in Ironwood, Mich., in 1893, 

citations by the UW College of En- wide recognition as an outstanding and came to Wisconsin for his 
gineering facultv and Pres. E. B. authority in waterway transporta- higher education, receiving his BS 
Fred, and the recommendations tion and port development. He was degree in 1918. After graduation he 
were approved by the Board of Re- born in Chicago in 1908, and his became a mining captain at the 
gents Thursday. family moved to Milwaukee where Anvil-Palms Mine in Michigan and 

They are: he was educated in the public progressed steadily in his profes- 
Howard Aiken, professor of applied schools. He gained wide experience sion to become vice president of 

mathematics and director of the as a seaman in merchant marine Bethlehem Steel. He is widely 
Computation Laboratory at Harvard operations throughout the world. known both as mining engineer and 
University, Cambridge, Mass; He has long been active in promot- _ industrial administrator, and is a Harry C. Brockel, municipal port di- . a . ‘ FectoR [OPUS BL OE Milwaukee: ing the St. Lawrence Seaway and director of the Bethlehem Steel 

George H. Johnson, president of the Great Lakes shipping and harbor Corp. and president of its raw ma- 
Gisholt Machine Co., Madison; | development, and has frequently terials division. 

Willian \ mi Murphy, pr esivent * the appeared before congressional com- 
camp ell Soup Co. Camden, N. Jus mittees as expert witness on harbor 1948 GRADUATE RECEIVES AWARD 

Arthur F. Peterson, vice president of — and waterways legislation and as A native of Racine and a mem- 
the Bethlehem Steel Co., Bethle- adviser to the Interstate Commerce ber of the class of 1948, William R. 
hem, Pa. Commission, the Maritime Com- Mickelson, will use his Rockefeller 

The citations were presented at mission, and other governmental Public Service Award for advanced 
the Engineers Day dinner in Great agencies. study of the technological state and 
Hall of Wisconsin's Memorial Un- George H. Johnson, president of philosophy of British and European 
ion at 6:30 P. M. May 2. Close to the Gisholt Machine Co., of Madi- science in the application of the 
400 engineers and industrialists son, is also chairman of the board statistical theory of turbulence to 
from all parts of the state and na- of the Gisholt Machine Co. of the basic mechanisms of heat, mass 
tion attended. Great Britain. Born in Madison in and momentum transfer. 

Two of the men honored this 1901, he received his AB degree Mickelson, who received his MS 
vear are Wisconsin natives—John- from Harvard University in 1923. degree in Aeronautical Engineering 
son born in Madison and Murphy Widely recognized as an outstand- from Case Institute of Technology 
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is one of the country’s recognized the Milwaukee Elk’s Club, 910 East QUARTER MILLION FOR SOLAR 

authorities in aerodynamic mixing Wisconsin Avenue. ENERGY STUDY 
and turbulence which is becoming Wisconsin’s Utilization Confer- A $250,000 grant from the Rocke- 

more and 1 fel oe a a ence is the result of recommenda- feller Foundation for continued 
aere if ue aS Ve C c oO res is : o> ea ; ~ a Pra a Benes a eet a ape support of Wisconsin’s solar energy 

higher and higher speed flights. He —_er’s Committee on Scientists an ae as accepte iver- 
will center BE studies nena the Engineers. Similar meetings have program was accepted by Univer 

. eS Re ngineers. olmuar meetings have sity of Wisconsin regents Saturday. 
University of Cambridge, England, _ been or will be conducted through- The grant will extend Wiscon- 
and will also visit other centers of out the United States. The Wiscon- a 8 sndivany B&R. Asi : 

. fl cauuieamle : . . . sin’s present program for another 
aeronautical research in England, sin meeting will enjoy the benefit three: vears—te ly L. 1959. to 

Scotland, Holland and France. of drawing upon the experiences ree: years—from July 1, “an 

, and padines uf more flan twenty June G0, 1962. ro i 4 = 
ma 4 eee ? rected toward finding methods o 

ENGINEER’S DAY BIG SUCCESS earlier meetings. utilizing the energy _ sunlight, es- 

Wisconsin engineers from all Agencies cooperating in the Wis pecially as it might be applied in 

parts of the state and nation re- CMS’? meeting include: The Uni- underdeveloped, non-industrial 

turned to the University of Wiscon- versity of Wisconsin, Marquette countries. 
sin campus Friday, May 2, to help University, Milwaukee School of An initial Rockefeller grant, also 
the University’s College of Engi- Engineering, Wisconsin Institute of for a quarter-of-a-million dollars, 

neering celebrate its 10th annual Technology, Wisconsin Society of was made in 1955 for a four-year 
Engineers’ Day. Professional Engineers, Engineers period . 

5 ES Bice Sent ea Socie f Milwaukee, Wisconsin a : : 
Some 12,000 invitations to visit cep he Ne Mig ean HEL The extension of the grant 

the college and see it in operation tye ue means we can do some long-range 
were sent to engineers and indus- waukee Association of Commerce, planning with emphasis on basic 
trialists throughout the state and to and ; others including the Presi- trench that should ‘Tead to more 
Wisconsin engineering alumni dent’s Committee on Scientists and significant and fruitful applica- 

throughout the nation. Prof. Engineers. : 5 tions,” said Farrington Daniels, 

Ben G. Elliott was in charge of The theme of the local meeting chairman of the University’s chem- 
arrangements will be “Effective Use of Wiscon- sty. department and. solai enerty 
arrangements. ins “Byai sr” The Confer- istry department and solar energy 

Wisconsin Engineers Day, con- >" Brainpower.” The Gonter expert. Prof. Daniels will continue 

ceived in 1949 a part of the Uni- ence will take up problems con- ie had ye of the over-all Wisconsin 

versity’ Centennial "Year celebra- fronting present-day America. Sug- solar weed pro. pratt —_ 

tion ‘has been so enthusiasticall gestions inspired by recent findings : Dr oht A yo . f the Univer 
received that itchag Teena bn ai in neighboring meetings, as well as sit - BB is 2 a ne + St. 

. _ oe time-proven solutions for more ef- SILy'S: BNEINEENDE, RAPEMMENL Vit= 
nual event. feotioa tise of th “tion's skilled tion will continue as director of the 

The dinner was held this year in ective se oF tie nations Skile Solar Energy Laborator : as is yea inds. will be discussed by the olar Energy Laboratory. 
Great Hall of the Memorial Union = ™2°S eT eusseg: Oy ue In outlining the solar energ 
at 6:30 P. M. on Ma 2. Features several distinguished Conference k for tl . fur Prof D. oy 

dt dra pro sram were, resentation speakers. % id: “In the fins the 5 ed rs we've 

of citatione b the Universit 5 the This one-day meeting will be of om le r i a - ‘at ls ee - 
anniial Fi ginees Da aie’ and Tinie Cis TAR GEN Btid ineae tH a ‘ir << A , of Suni sh 
4 aausival © ourata ays Pas owners, executives, and managers ae — §PP) oe qt OF Suns 7% 

. D a I ie . d, caters 4 of industrial enterprises; to edu- AG oe ee ee to “The. ou 
ao reins ey ay, visi ors in-  cators; and to the employers of en- ie ee he P u ones. pe new 

sper ss a vey ae gineers, scientists, and technicians; grant wi mean we oe approach 
ing ae a a Pees : © as well as to engineers, scientists, these “pp ications nom a ote 

cee : ate aS o ee yy and technicians, theriselves, un amen - and nae u iat é 

) cow omer il VASILOXS' More information about this ahs a omer WOres, ee Re ae 

bere and Wace done had ty social meeting may be obtained by writ- — °?'° 7 ala a more a i 
pes an i ie aac 2 a ae ing the address given below or by seare hin ae chemistry and solar 

doer a fdine di a I to using the coupon that has been engineering: 
SIMECIUIE HOI E OMEINE,) RAE: SAMS provided, (Continued on next page) 
afternoon. 

WISCONSIN UTILIZATION Paul J. Grogan, Conference Secretary and Treasurer 

CONFERENCE SET Utilization of Engineers, Scientists, and Technicians 

as The University of Wisconsin Extension Division 

Thursday, August 21, 1958, has Madison 6, Wisconsin 

been selected as the date for the Keep me informed of your plans for the Wisconsin Conference on Utilization 

W isconsin Conference on Utiliza- of Engincers, Scientists, and Technicians, August 21, 1958. 

tion of Engineers, Scientists, and [ Enroll me for the Conference, Luncheon, and Proceedings at a fee of $10.00. 

Technicians. The meeting will con- (Enclosed .......- Bill ME esac ox ede 
vene in the new Milwaukee County Oooo bbb bbb bbb bbb bb bbb bbeenes 
Nar Memori: har Jor’ 
War Memorial Ce nter, 750 North Make check or money order payable 
Lincoln Memorial Drive. Governor to Paul J. Grogan, Conference (0707s 

Thompson will address the Lunch- Treasurer scuspauela ge cep emmunae ton setasanes 2a anal § 

eon Meeting of the Conference at 
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Currently, Daniels explained, re- Speech Contest in Milwaukee was | Wh Ve h ° 

search is being conducted along recommended. | y oug t rojects 

several lines: solar cookers, solar- Joe Chajnacki, St. Pat's Chair- | e 

operated refrigeration, solar reflec- man, made his report and thanked | ring ut e Best 
tors for heating or for the running Tony De Trapini and Sally Trieloff | © 

of steam engines, and photochemi- for their work on the poster for the | In An Engineer 
cal re-actions that can be used to dance. 
store the sun’s energy directly. Bi SP AHRT a fees ‘ ) ye ill Fagerstrom—a freshman— . ; 

Although there has been quite was elected as our new Polygon At Vought, the engineer toast? effen 
2 e of talk about the me al wn Board Representative. | torget a assignments, ike all big 

y as é energy s rce. e i * ro v . ciety GE Weniien te cae af the Mr. Michael A. Pappas of Stand- | teed they vder Vevid MeMOHES 

very few laboratories itt the world ard Oil of Ohio gave a lively and | ~ meee me One carrying on a broad. active re. Very interesting talk on—“Mechani- | For here the engineer contributes tc 

search program in , this field,” cal Engineering in the Petroleum | history-making projects — among 
Daniéls stated, Industry. | them the record-breaking Crusader 

Right now one of the biggest NUMERICAL CONTROL—EXTREME | fighter; the Regulus II missile, chosen 
Wisconsin activities is research on INTEREST, LITTLE KNOWLEDGE, | io arm our newest nuclear subs; and 

solar refrigeration, the UW scien- SAYS ASTE the new fast-developing 1,500-plus- 

Cats Suid ete collecting basic The American Society of Tool | mph fighter, details of which are still 
data on the physical chemistry and Engineers has recently ‘completed | classified. 
engineering principles involved in z sa stacy 5 * . og . 6 ee 8 P iP! : eae ee a preliminary study of industry The Vought engineer watches such 
this type of application. Such re opinion about tape and punched ; 
frigeration is needed in the non- card. controlledmachine tools, weapons take shape. He supervises 
industrialized areas of the world to The: results of the study: are of critical tests, and he introduces the 
conserve the supply of food and to ne) ESS ie es “aces | weapons to the men with whom they ? : particular significance to industry 4 
decrease some of the causes of in that they represent the opinions will serve. 

disease. : + of top management executives in | Engineers with many specialties share One of the initial developments E gen a . Y SP 
of Wisconsin's solar energy: pro- every geographical location in the | these experiences. Today, for exam- 

gram has been solar cookers—large U. S.:and. parts of Canada. ‘They: | ple, Vought is at work on important gre as sole ors—large, = tind i, ears evar. | , 4 . 
concave, reflecting surfaces which indicate that oo! engineers every: | projects involving: 

collect the sun’s rays and focus programmed machine tools as the electronics design and manufacture 
them at the bottom of a cooking ; . ation foxehert # . . . 
vessel. Wisconsin selentists have answer to automation for short run inertial navigation 

run field” tests using the solar productos schedules but most en; | investigation of advanced propulsion “stoves” in Mexico and Colombia gineers are reluctant to put a stamp | methods 

“Inexpensive solar cookers could of approval on this type of ede Mach 5 ‘ane 
Po slice badly-needed materials ment until they know more about it. | ‘ach 5 configurations 

new wised ‘ag fuel in Some poverty: The study shows what specific | Vought’s excellent R&D facilities 
stricken countries,” Daniels pointed information is desired by tool engi- | help the engineer through unexplored 
out. “With this grant, further field D&ets- It also indicates that larger | areas. And by teaming up with other 
testy will be carried out.” plants (10,000 or more employees ) specialists against mutual challenges, 

In the photochemistry field, pre- “© jeading the way in application | the Vought engineer learns new fields 
liminary experiments have found of these controls. Drilling opera- | while advancing in his own. 
that new chemical compounds can tions are ue processes ae kkk 
be formed by absorbing a large most adaptable to tape ‘or punchec Would you like to know what men 
’ E gaiqe Boca card controlled machine tools by . a amount of sunlight. Daniels ex- 2 : - | with your trainin doi 
plained that these compounds can most tool engineers, and savings in PMRE, (BIE SOME: iat 
later be separated and allowed to direct labor are indicated by the Vought: « « WHat Jou ean expect of a 
react, giving off stored energy in study to be the most important ad- | Vought career? 

the form of heat. . vantage to be gained by their adop- | For full information, see our repre- 
Besides the main Solar Energy — 40”. Deceased! Jead ie and | sentative during his next campus visit. 

Laboratory on the UW campus, a lower : xture cost are also shown ek 

small substation is located in Den- i be important factors in tool en- Oi? Wiite directly. to: 
ver for year-round solar experimen- gineering thinking. eo TONY OS 
tation, Daniels noted, Complicated systems, lack of C. A. Besio 

standardization, and high costs are s Sous fi 
; : : Supervisor, En, 

ASME MEETING shown to be the main obstacles to P ; pIneerine Personnel 
Jim Hogan, president, and Jim full acceptance, along with the Dept. CM-8 

McCollough, vice president, pre- fears based on lack of knowledge | "7777 TTT TT ttt ttt rrr r rn 
sided over their last meeting as mentioned earlier. That tool engi- a ae 
leaders of our group. Both graduate neers regard these obstacles opti- “Piromr AIRCRAFT 
in June. Attendance of the mem- mistically, however, is indicated by (wcomronarsa BALLas, TEXAS 
bers at the ASME Regional (Continued on page 49) ween _ 
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One thing Richard (Rick) MacDonnell could say for the Crusader’s dramatic operational debut — 
flight test instrumentation — it had variety. Here he the Thompson Trophy-winning speed run. 

was, in line of duty, hunting a coal oil lamp on the There was just one hitch —a National Aeronautical 
Mojave Desert. Association rule which would limit altitude deviation 
Looking back, Rick saw that the whole Crusader to 328 feet during the Trophy dash. A Bureau of ; g ac ‘ ; Phy, Cas) peau. ¢ 
instrumentation program had been a series of shift- Standards barograph would ride with the pilot, its 
ing scenes. He’d started by talking to different stylus etching out exact altitude on a smoked cylin- 
specialists, finding out the kinds of flight information der. Fair enough — but Vought’s desert crew didn’t 
they wanted. He learned a lot about heats, loads, have a workable way to blacken duplicate cylinders 
amplitudes and flutter. These were the things Rick’s for practice. And precise warm-up flights were 
instrumentation would have to detect. essential. 

Designing and ne the ye pecs him in That’s why Rick went hunting for a coal oil lamp. 
another direction. There was the airborne equip” He found one in the store of a desert outfitter. Back 
ment — up to 12 miles of wiring and 600 pounds of on the base: ‘the 1 lishted and th ick 
black boxes for a single demonstration aircraft. Each d Ws c er Was dented at fe WIE 
sub-system was environment-tested, breadboarded, turned up. It “sooted” the purpose perfectly. 
checked out and packaged to fit key corners of the 

Crusader structure. Instrumentation means development adventure 
Taking shape at the same time was a mobile ground and variety at Chance Vought. Here, engineers of all 
station — another project with which Rick was asso- specialties use initiative and self-expression to 

ciated. It brought flight test telemetering and data _ contribute to some of me mnett aovaneed 
processing closer to automation than they’d ever HASUTEMERIAHOR NER MANes Wa Ee UROUENY: 
been before. At Vought’s Mojave Desert test base, 
Rick’s equipment clicked. It speeded preparation for cvaneon, 

OUGHAT AIRCRAFT 
INCORPORATED - DALLAS, TEXAS 
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Wi in Society of 

Professional Engi 

* . ———— SE The need for young men with 
The Future in Engi- ENGINEERS’ CREED engineering ica in almost 

neering for Me win Siprolensiondl eneineet: dedicate every field of useful endeavor is 
. ithe aden cites and betterment of greater today than ever before. En- 

by Jon Bischel human welfare. gineers are in exceedingly short 
1 (PLEDGE supply at the present time and op- 

The Author: Jon Bischel, a stu- To give the utmost of performance, portunities for them are almost un- 
dent at St. Catherine High School, to participate in none but honest enter- limited. While we need more engi- 
Racine, was the successful winner Prise, to live and work according to the neers to assure a continuing high f : laws of and the highest standards of woe : : selected from the first place win- professional conduct. To place service standard of living in the nation, we 
ners of each of eight W.S.P.E. before profit oe honor and standing of need even more urgently the inter- 
Chapters. The essay contest on the epee % public. welf ne above all othe; Bational security which only trained 
subject, “The Future in Engineer- considerations. In humility and with engineers can provide. 
ing for Me”, was sponsored by each ee Divine Guidance, I make this The word engineer means an in- 
chapter of W.S.P.E. awarding a ’ yenious designer or planner. One 
first prize of $25.00 to cach chapter —§ Ee the debsttions a engineering 
winner. Jon's prize as state selec- highest that the world has ever reads: “Engineering is the art of 
tion gives him an additional $50.00 known. They are responsible, too, applying the laws of the natural 
Savings Bond. zat fhe Hevalopment ve mass sciences to the utilization of the 

production techniques and more re- materials and forces of nature in 
HAT do you wish to be? cently, for automation. Automation rodiudlag, fnclibee Fes ae ett 

WN This is a question that — frees productive manpower from of mankind, and the art of organiz- 
confronts every one. Our routine, mechanical operations so ing the human effort required in 

answers are usually in terms of the that it can be employed in occupa- connection therewith.” 
occupations which we intend to tions of higher skill and greater im- As a vocation, engineering is a 
pursue in order to earn a living. poetince: Thus the production of profession and involves to a greater 
The possibilities are numberless. fe items which contribute tO; OUT “Oe leaser degree the characteristics 
Some of the deepest satisfactions in high standard of living, is still fur oe a science, an art and a business. life come from the sense of accom- ther increased while the cost of AS ® SCLGNOE., BHBINESHNE FACIES 
plishment that we have after work production is lowered. a. knowledge ee ‘tis paves! lows 

well done. To have a share in pro- of nature and an acquaintance with 
ducing the goods and SeTVICeS , the mechanical properties of the 
whereby the community lives is the oe materials which the engineer must ambition of every worthwhile ‘ : use. As an art, engineering is based 

individual. . . . ff “= on the accumulated experience of 
For myself I can think of no : _ a the past masters. As a business, en- 

mere Tewarding field than  engi- .hUr gineering involves the selling of 
neering: Engineering has always e <_ 2. £ one’s professional services advan- 
been a great profession because it : oo. A tageously. Since almost every field 
offers intriguing opportunities 0 : | 7 : 7 _ ££ of human activity has an engineer- 
those who are willing to acquire ; ae ing aspect, there is opportunity for 
both the broad education and in- a “2 ee satisfying all kinds of interests. 
tensive technical training necessary a “| - . I . % . . 
to cope with complex living. The ] — _ . tas my antention to, PUrsue a Ca: 
engineering profession provides its 2 — Se, alas the field of electrical engl 
members with dignity, economic ee >» _ sock) a erilen that the 
security, opportunity for service, oe c | i -: oN s e ectric uL i" ustry can offer ee 
and a challenge equalled by none Ae a | ~ ae LEP RR ALLe opportunities _ for 
other, {A c q ~ oN achievement and adventure. From 

Engineers are largely responsible Be . pay the research I have done I know 
for the high standard of living we Ce ae ee there are few industries which con- 

have in the United States, the Jon Bischel. (Continued on page 44) 
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Meet the President 

AUL L. SCHROEDER, Presi- 
Pres of the Wisconsin Valley 

Chapter was born in Water- 
town, Wisconsin, on January 6, 

1893. At the age of 24 he went to os 

serve in the 89th Division during a 

World War I. It was during this oo eee 

service that he decided on an engi- CS . 

neering career and after being dis- | 4 74 

charged he took his training in 0 
structural design at the Veterans ee le ‘ 7. 

Institute at Nauvoo, Ill, and the fs Pi yee 

University of Wisconsin. : _ : ne ' 

“Construction is my business,” fe oy 
Paul would say when asked a oo 

“What’s my line?” He has spent 34 | ae |. 

years doing this kind of engineer- wk me 

ing. Since first joining the Hoffman ke _ oy 

Construction Company in 1924, he ae fs 

has served with the Wisconsin / . ig 

Highway Commission, as a city en- ee f 

gineer and as a war plant engi- 3 ‘ 

neer. Since 1946 he has been with ; : Poy 

the Genisot Engineering Co. and a 

at present serves that company as “4 

treasurer and chief engineer. 4 
Paul, a member of the Wisconsin “ 

Engineering Society in 1933, is a ' 
long time member of WSPE. He / 
has been very active in the Wis- 
consin Valley Chapter serving as i d 
Chairman of numerous committees. i 
After serving as vice-president in 
1956-57, he became our 1957-58 | 
president. Paul spends some of his 

spare time in American Legion ac- , 

tivity and also has taken up pho- i 
tography for a hobby. / 

Mr. and Mrs. Schroeder have just / 
returned from the southern state | 
of sunshine and oranges where they / 
spent an extensive vacation. It was u 

in Florida that he met and married a) 

Cecilia Plourde. Paul must have 

sold her on the merits of living in / 2 
Wisconsin for they now make their 
home in Rhinelander. . & Paul L. Schroeder. 
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WwW S P E unremitting efforts, the ability to the courses are at the post high 
SEER: SES achieve, and the native leadership school level. 

(Continued from page 42) of its engineers. The people of our 4, Assisting science and engi- 
template doubling their production nation look up to, have great faith neering students of proved ability 
in the next ten years, as does the in, and have a right to expect much — who have completed their bache- 
electric power industry. L believe from the electrical engineers of our Joy's degree program to pursue 
that this increased growth will re- country. Men of power—a true defi- graduate work. 
sult in greater opportunities and as “ alsa ng neets- One point emphasized heavily challenges for electrical engineers. I be ieve I can best ay my during the testimony, which re- | 

At the turn of the century, community, my sale ang MY ceived very favorable comment American industry as a whole em- fellow man as an electrical engi- from several Senators, was the 
ployed one engineer for every 250 neer. That is why I have chosen en- NSPE suggestion that Federal de- 
sia ea Today, American industry gineering for my life’s work. partments and agencies presently | 
employs one engineer for every ; . : sweat waar 
eniployans, It ean that the pro- NSPE TESTIFIES ON -_ AID ome attoniits pen he 
portion of engineers to other work- TY RRUCATIO 5 : phasis on the value of education, ers will continue to increase as we Clark A Dunn, P. E., NSPE vice enlisting the support and co-opera- 
progress. president m charge of educational tion of industry as well as the gen- Great advances have taken place interests and Director of the Office eral public in this activity. The ne- in the art and science of generat- of Engineering Research at Okla- cessity for Federal action along ing, transmitting and distributing homa State University, recently ap- this line is aptly illustrated, Dr. electric energy. We are just getting peared before House and Senate Dunn said, if one considers the 
started in the exciting new tech- Committees in connection with pro- $1400 by which the annual earn- nique of producing electric power posals dealing with Bederal aid to ings of a college graduate exceed 
from the atom. The development of education, As the NSPE spokesman, those of a high school graduate, 
atomic energy for the peacetime Dr. Dunn declared that the Society and that consequently the mutual generation of electric power is just is opposed to any Federal program effort of a $6000-$7000 per year one of the many engineering chal- of undergraduate scholarships since teacher and approximately 20’stu- 
lenges that will be met by the elec- such a program would put the em- dents increases the total lifetime tric utility industry in the future. phasis on the need for TOKE stu- potential earning power of those 

What lies beyond the immediate a Wee oarolavats . 1 fie students by hundreds of thousands 
horizon? Less than a century ago, | ag a al, at ™ # ae of dollars. 
men of science like Edison, Tesla, “tt . ane are su allie hor , 
and Steinmetz could not have en- . ‘i Boveun, coneemn of the a SOUTHWEST CHAPTER 
visioned the worth of their contri- ou. “Government should be with 
butions. Electric power has become — "7PFOVINE the quality ot students Nearly a hundred members and 
the lifeblood of our nation within and only after the quality 6 ade- guests of the Southwest Chapter of oy, : a eee quate should it concern itself with the Wisconsin Society of Profes- a span of only a few short years. the quantity of olleveand uni. rae : a ai: 
Electricity has reached such an im- : quantity of our college and uni sional Engineers gathered at the 
portant stage in our day-by-day versity students, Dr. Dunn stated. Cuba Club in Madison on. March 
way of living that every “man, In his statement, Dr. Dunn sug- 28, for the regular meeting of the 
woman and child depends in some gested several broad courses of ac- Chapter, 
manner on it for the necessities of tion which the Federal Govern- After an excellent meal, a short life. The electric power industry is ment could undertake either by business meeting was conducted by setting the pace for the entire legislation or the implementation President Jack Maxfield. 
American economy. of existing programs of Govern- The speaker for the evening was 
Who is to carry forward the imental Agencies un order to meet Dr. George Sievers, consulting en- 

torch of enlightened technology in Thee Sareea heeds. gineer and psychologist from Mil- 
the electrical industry? In this age foll se r MEE RHONS IALE ias waukee. Dr. Sievers held the atten- 
of atoms and electrons, we, the ON OWS: tion of the group as he discussed 
youth of America, have tremendous I. Improving the ability of all the professional status of the engi- engineering opportunities. The one educational organizations (primary, neer in our social system. 
industry upon which all others de- secondary and college) to attract The message was an inspiration 
pend is the electric power industry. and hold superior men and women to the younger engineers as Dr. 
Where then, but here, could an en- in scientific and engineering edu- Sievers spelled out what profes- 
gineering future be as promising cation positions. sional recognition means, and how 
and rewarding? 2. Assisting in programs that en- it has been achieved by the work 

Electric power has become our courage the improvement and ex- ot many who have gone before us. 
third largest industry. Surely such pansion of existing physical facili- Dr. Sievers also answered several 
an industry is a challenge to any ties which are essential for a well- questions which had been submit- 
man deciding on his life's vocation. rounded engineering education ted by members of the Southwest 
The future sound growth of electri- curriculum. Chapter. He suggested that there 
cal engineering will depend on 3. Encouraging technical _insti- was ample room in the field of en- 
the vision, the bold concepts, the tute educational programs where gineering societies for the NSPE 
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and the Founder Societies where APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBER AND AFFILIATE MEMBER—MARCH 15, 1958 
the engineer can focus on_ his imams seems 
specialties, Name and Position Address Reg. No. | Sponsor 

The meeting was a highlight of _ - —_ 
the Southwest Chapter’s program Milgward Nr Potter, PE 1714 W. Bruce St. E6483 | F.C. Koehn, PE for the year and Dr. Sievers’ re- Feane Bngineer eavarGb: Milwaukee 1, Wis. 
marks shall be long remembered. Walter R. Ratai, EIT.__ 5431 W. Greenfield ET-1697 | W. C. Dries, PE Engineer Milwaukee 14, Wis. 
STEUBER WINS WRITERS AWARD Holt @ Bredericksen 

Ralph A. Swing, PE. 740 N. Broadway E-6469 | W. C. Yaeger, PE A Madison engineer, and a EE eee Milwaukee 2, Wis. W. H. Stumpf, PE . ) is. Telephone Co. W. S. P. E—Southwest Chapter NoRtEWHER 
member was awarded one of the ~ Charles E. Bieber, Jr., PE 144 Garfield Ave. £-6515 | Chapter Board penta is ss ’ Chief Engineer Eau Claire, Wis. nation’s biggest writing prizes—the Sterling Pulp & Paper Co. 
$1,000 Friends of American Writers Walter W. Zentner, EIT... _| 8 Judith St. ET-1608 | Robert Cooper, PE award for 1958, Public Health Engineer Chippewa Falls, Wis. 

He is William F. Steuber Jr, SOUTHEAST 
2210 Lakeland Avenue, author of a Louis J. Svoren, EIT 2046 Wustum Ave. ET-1535 | Gerald Randa, PE un ie Design Engineer Racine, Wis. novel, “The Landlooker. Howard Industries, Ine. | 

Steuber is an engineer with the — sournwest ; — . | co ; ; 
State Highway Department and is Cn Pope gds Sock | Madison Wie Heol, | te Mode ae a native of Prairie du Sac. Eng. Div., Wis. Conservation Dept. | 

“The Landlooker” is his second Tos weabas f | | 
novel. The award was presented at se Se re a Ser th ll — 
a noon luncheon in the Congress 
Hotel, Chicago, by Mrs. Howard C. ber days of the era. A landlooker courage and promote high stand- 
Hill, president of the “Friends” was a timber cruiser or forest ards and _ ideals among American 
group. appraiser. writers.” 

Steuber’s book is based on the The award is given to a native Among previous recipients _ is 
disastrous Peshtigo fire of 1871. or resident Midwesterner or done famed biographer Carl Sandburg. 
The title is derived from the ]um- with a Midwestern locale “to en- THE END 

. . . measurement of temperatures in a very small “bridge” cut from a 
Science Highlights outer space, when ounted ina single crystal of net blereel ger- 

(Continued from page 36) suitable space vehicle. manium. Actual size of this bridge 
and exceptional stability in the Continued emphasis on low-tem- is about 0.025” x 0.210’, Current 
temperature range near absolute perature research has highlighted and potential leads are attached to 
zero has been developed by Bell the need for a thermometer which the bridge, and it is supported in a 
Telephone Laboratories, Once cali- would indicate low temperatures strain-free manner in a platinum- 
brated, this thermometer is repro- accurately and reliably, and would glass enclosure containing a small 
ducible to better than a few ten not need continued recalibration. amount of helium gas to aid in 
thousandths of a degree at the boil- Such a device would be of great thermal conduction. The resistance 
ing point of helium (4.2°K) even help in low-temperature calorimet- is determined by measuring the po- 
after repeated cycling from room ric work. The germanium resist- tential drop when a small, approxi- 
temperature. Such characteristics ance thermometer meets these mately 10 microamperes, known 
indicate that this thermometer specifications. current is passed through the 
might be useful for the accurate The heart of this thermometer is _ bridge. THE END 

wo 
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/ —Courtesy Bell Telephone 
Cross section drawing showing internal construction of the The germanium resistance thermometer compared in 

germanium resistance thermometer. size with a common pin. 
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aT by John Nichols and Ken Lewandowski 

May 1928 For example, go down by Chad- with which his horn has startled 
y pie, & y ; 

HE new American tempo is bourne Hall some day when the her? 

l manifesting itself in the pub- students (most of them coeds) are We who use the campus road- 

lig’s disconcerting willingness using the roadway to get up onto ways ask the deans, the faculty, 

ts tuna its baele on ‘established in: the Hill. Then watch some college and the board of regents: “How 

stitutions, products, methods and idiot with an overload of fraternity soon will pleasure automobiles be 

tdens Witness the publi — prompt- brothers come racing up that road- barred from the campus while 

ness, “amounting almost to aggres- way, loudly honking his horn, and classes are in session?” “Must some- 

siveness in accepting new prod- making an attempt to take the Hill one be injured before traffic regu- 

wees wrethads lastkationy and in high. His length of vision is in lation is taken from the hands of a 

sdeaw Ne examples eonsider the ra- any case more than 150 feet, and poor old gentleman with a red and 

aie “Walleot tives. the ‘tabloid pic- he is usually traveling 25 miles an green broomstick and given to 

foinl newspapers, the movie, Duco hour with a 50 per cent overload in someone with real authority?” 

finish, electric refrigeration, pale his machine. What chance has: he 
, : ? to avoid striking and maiming some May 1929 

ginger ale, four wheel brakes, a G8 “ 6 some - .. 
“tepmedback. slaiSGRDars. GOODERI- girl who has become temporarily The old type of television re- 
wae anurans, ayophony oe confused by the raucous bellow ceiver, with the large scanning disc 

certs by radio, installment buying, 

and air mail. These new develop- University Views. 

ments lose their novelty so fast, ‘ 

and are accepted with such matter- Peeks : 3 as ; 

of-factness, as to take away the ee oT 

breath of the older generation of I Qe oF hae Be ; 
5S bee NS ce oe. ee ee Be a * 

business men. mee Bs ae — BR eS Se Bernese 
— ae Ce as DM fe oo 

April 1928 pa eee re oe 
- : : : ao. lUmUmUmtt”™~™~™~—~‘ oe — 
The effect of automobiles upon hig es ie Se Co ee Ae ee ue 

grades seems to us to rest entirely ae ati as z 7 ie 

upon circumstances. In the case of i os : Cog Sm rs ' a 4 4 ro 

some students, and with the Madi- ee mod ’ : [4 | is 

son_ street railway in its present _. | io ee. | ek . 
state of efficiency, an automobile Leal Fe eRe cr & . Z a S 

wae : hs snes ‘ wg “ ! o 
undoubtedly aids in getting larger oe Fea eo) heal ag q iva 
amounts of work done. In the case ee ee eke el os ea somites e 7 — 

of other students, there is no doubt ree mre meme) ad an Se : 

but ae latte amounts ot ony a ee C. EE a ap A fee “ ’ 

wasted just driving around anc dis- a Pt Srgaeer pce a i 

; : C es i Oe gu deerme an % 

playing their affluence before less 3 grt i 23) ae = ee 

fortunate members of our univer- 1 ie j ; : 

sity community. end j \ va [ vossancammenmnnadismdosenendiaeenme i 

The “Engineer” believes in stu- : 4 ere ee : : eo : 
4 | eeatememnagl ee hs eee 

dent automobiles, but it also be- CL men SMD cn oo” | ae 

lieves that the operation of these en on. ad date | 

machines on the campus must be Physical lecture room. The Physical Lecture Room contains seats for 200. Its equip- 
strictly regulated, and the regula- ment is the most modern. The lights are connected with a stage dimmer by the use of 
tions put into force immediately. If which they can be regulated to any desired degree of illumination. By means of cur- 

this is not done, it is just a question tains controlled by a hydraulic device the room eae be darkened a faring a valve! 

po fie ane SPasa wa HAYA BD ser i ere are two stereopticons, the screens for which can be raised or lowered at pleas- 

of a he Ore We lia 7 a SSEOUS ure. The lecturer's table is fitted with a small Pelton-wheel for operating light machin- 

accident on some one OF our cam- ery. There are numerous other conveniences, all of which help to make this an ideal 

pus roadways. lecture room. 
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and large neon tube that required OS aD 

so much current, has been super- 8 gt RE ihe 
seded by a more practical piece of a “ioe Te i \ 
apparatus. This new set is the re- wets Neg sat Ae 
sult of four years of television re- . aa ES) Jr 
search and experiments made by 9 jl ae SECA an 
C. Francis Jenkins, the owner of us" Ss ey . iil AN WV i 
Station W3XK, Washington, D. C. Pos et? ac ow aghast, 4 ie ibis Ny Li a% 
The unusual television set has a Cre he ee | ea SN i ee 
picture screen of 14” x 1%” Nacoaes |= ae Ve JA Th. Peer a: 
whereas the new set produces an ; pT Ge ne oa . cata } eee 

image about a foot square. This is a “ ee = me we — 

done by reflecting the picture Pe Pe : 5 ’ 
through a magnifying glass. In Jen- pret et oT es eae Wee ake —“—,, 

kins’ new set, he employs a special TR SA Ae Ra oe Seth = 
lamp with four plates, each plate Me, Bates LOS i AA SE cee a 
serving to illuminate one fourth of 
the screen. The plates are flashed January 1928 flood waters and washed out the 
on the screen in rotation, similar to Of immediate interest to the gen- falsework, just as the steel work 

the way auto spark plugs fire. eral public is the fact that the talk- Ws started, 
Enormous illumination may be ob- ing motion picture may be adapted Workmen then built the entire 
tained with only the ordinary ra- to supplying a full orchestral ac- bridge on the road-way. When it 
dio’s two units of audio frequency companiment for pictures. This is was completed they constructed 
amplification. The operation spells of great value to the exhibitor in a the falsework again, and pulled the 
simplicity in itself: a switch starts small town who finds it impossible Span. into place before another 
the motor that drives the scanning to spend a great deal of money on flood had an opportunity to wreck 
drum. The radio set is tuned to the the music score of his motion pic- the piling. Timbers were greased 
broadcast wave lengths or short ture exhibitions. Through the new and the steel span pulled into 
wave lengths, if convenient, that type of talking motion pictures place by means of a large tractor 
carry the television signals, A sec- people in small communities will 0” the other bank. Only an hour 
ond switch turns on the neon lamp, he enabled to both see and hear Was required to install the bridge 
and a series of parallel lines and famed speakers or musical organi- which was then bolted to the con- 
flickering shadows appear on the zations. Educationally, such a sys- Crete abutments previously poured. 

screen. A third switch brings the tem will be of great Value, since it 
picture into perfect synchronization will be possible to record lectures March 1925 

with the transmitter. The picture is and demonstrations simultaneously An inventor, with a pump that 
framed by means of a level placed then to later show them in widely would lift water forty feet by 

on the screen, separated classrooms not equipped simple suction, disturbed the s¢- 
with sufficient laboratory apparatus yenity of the hydraulic faculty a 

November 1925 . to make such experiments feasible. — few “weeks ago. The inventor 
The popular demand for radio in It is entirely possible to predict ambled into the laboratory one day 

the United States has prompted the — that when the times does arrive — with the pump and Wis. startling 

, installation of receiving sets in when motion pictures will register Glaim of a 40-ft. lift. Professors 
| some of the metropolitan hotels. with absolute fidelity all of the — Corp and Ward expressed polite 

Individual sets in each room are natural colors involved in photo- doubts about the claims, but told 
too expensive to run profitably but — graphing a production, suitable him to set up the contrivance and 

a solution has been reached in the talking motion picture apparatus give a demonstration. He called 
Robert Morris Hotel in Phila-~ will have been developed so that — them from other duties when he 
delphia. A simple receiver costing entire operas may be shown upon was ready and, sure enough, he was 
about $25 is installed in each room. the screen and simultaneously lifting water forty feet. He did not 

| This set 6 comnected with the heard by the audience. get much of a stream to be sure, 
| main receiver in the lobby. The But he did get some water. No, 

same program which is broadcast February 1926 gentle reader, this story isn’t a lie, 
in the lobby is sent to the rooms. The human mind outwitted na- jor was the inventor a wizard who 

| The main telephone switchboard is ture recently near Pueblo, Colo- could change the laws of Nature. 
also the control board for the re-  rado, when a bridge contractor 4 Jittle investigation showed that 
ceiver. The operator selects the constructed a 100 foot steel bridge his. suction pipe had some leaky 
best program which is being broad- on the river bank and then pulled joints so that air entered at each 
casted at any particular time and it into place. stroke and gave him the benefit of 

plugs it into the rooms desiring Workmen, on two occasions, con- —an_air-lift. When the joints had 
service. The installation of radio in structed the piling and falsework heen made tight, the pump refused 
the rooms is a feature which has at- upon which to build the super- to function further, and another in- 
tracted many guests to the hotel, structure, as is usually done in vention was laid regretfully upon 
especially since this service is given _ bridge building. On both occasions the scrap heap. ° 
without charge, the creek became swollen with THE END 
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° ese ee ape et Gasoline Additives ' Ae 2 eZ 
(Continued from page 21) j ie , ee Zs GAA 

the tendency of normal deposits to a Hi “ eS Sa 
ignite the charge. oe ie : = Rees 

4. The additive should not  in- oa fc i = 
crease spark plug deposits which hf —— 
cause the plug to short out. It also ie. one, Re | om 
should not increase the rate of | oe | a 7 : a ; e : spark gap growth. , id an ; ‘ ee 

5. The additive should not de- [= ie , eg oo 
tract from the general cleanliness | Yi ye 2 Che : . t < | bi re on of the engine svstem. - | va es y BS iE tr. we 

6. No increase in bearing cor- : S § Cp Te et 7 = 
rosion should) occur due to the 6 vy Ce i er — ‘iF resence of the additiv Me aoe presence of the additive. : XQ Re y , oe of ae « 

7. Intake and exhaust valve life oe cae, | : Go) Ba yes 
should not be shortened. : yi, | {77 te m | 7) 

8. The additive should not. in- a ; ——y ea i 
crease exhaust system corrosion. be aah See ey / wes, ME oe “1 i vet 

9. Corrosion of the bumper by | OS add £ Nits ain, ( it. ( 
agents in exhaust gases should not a , An as = A 4 po 4 et. 
be increased by the introduction of L ne y : ON a” 4 Se oe ve ¥ ae : 
the additive. veo oh) i ea Pee ea A = 7 

The abov iGeations for it ee Vis ere 1 above specifications for a ‘ 7. _ | i pe ae 
good additive show where the fuel i | OME ie TT ae 
Stabling eae ‘ ae " | ea iL a fo stabilizing and conditioning agents i 2s . 5 eS en i a fo iC f / G } en y _ are needed. They are designed to : : : iy ane a agit y yA "ome. 
take positive action to eliminate - ‘ 4 Wie Snag H  Y y - | i: 
some of the conditions that addi- | i Pi 4 ne nF i va A | 
tives developed for other purposes : } i] A an i ; | ann _ 
should not aggravate. Vii ee us fs eg 

Anticorrosion and antigumming ts - hi 4) tA — _ 
additives were first developed pri- : << / a 
marily to maintain stability in re- N . _ a a Courtesy Shell Oil Co. 

finery storage and handling. But You can’t give any one person the credit for TCP. But the man who set it moving 
now fuel manufacturers are giving was R. J. Greenshield, Director of Research at Shell’s Wood River Research Labora- 
more attention to the same prob- tories. Here Greenshield checks timing of test engine on the dynamometer, the labo- 
lems in the fuel induction system, ratories section. 
The anticorrosion agents check the 
tendency of active acids or bases chamber must be supplied by the lion pounds in 1970. Halide scav- 
or oxidizers to attack metal in throttle blade and barrel. If the enging agents and dyes mixed with 
storage tanks and fuel lines. ambient temperatures of these the TEL should rise from 270 mil- 
Gumming is caused by polymeri- parts are lowered below the freez- lion pounds to 380 million pounds. 

zation and oxidation of olefins in ing point by the heat loss, any The average motorist now con- 
the gasoline. Gumming inhibitors moisture in the incoming air or in sumes approximately 9.5 pounds of 
are generally antioxidant com- the fuel itself that contacts these additives other than the TEL- 
pounds. Experimenters are finding, parts will begin forming a coating scavenger mix in his fuel and lubri- 
however, that induction system de- of ice on them. cating oil annually. Total consump- 
posits follow from other factors in When the throttle blade is tion of these additives is expected 
fucl chemistry as well. Detergent coated, intake air flow is restricted, to triple or quadruple by 1965, if 
additives have been developed to often until engine speed is reduced present trends continue. 
remove fuel line deposits after they to the stalling point. The anti-icing The use of a fuel injection sys- 
have formed. additive counteracts this condition tem for automotive engines or the 

Top cylinder lubricants have by forming a low-freezing solution introduction of the gas turbine en- 
been added to some fuel brands with water in the air or fuel. gine, two developments expected 
to insure smooth functioning of As automotive and fuel develop- in the next decade, however, would 
moving parts in the combustion ment continue, experts predict re- greatly alter the additive market. 
chamber. finers will rely more and more on TEL, anti-icing agents, preignition 

Anti-icing compounds reduce the additives to give their products op- inhibitors and detergents would no 
tendency for ice to form in engine timum quality at minimum prices. longer be necessary. Fuel chemical 
carburetors. Heat to eva porate TEL consumption is expected to consumption might drop as low as 
gasoline in the carburetor prior to rise from the present 430 million 0.6 pounds per car per year. 
induction into the combustion pounds per year in 1955 to 720 mil- THE END 
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F. E. F. schools because of their  sador to India, who is also this 
Campus News emphasis on improving foundry country’s Ambassador to Nepal, 

(Continued from page 40) education under the F. E. F. pro- Rose has organized and staffed a 

the fact that they expect their com- gram since 1947. ; Us S. mission that has: been con- 
panies to spend over a half-billion Richard W . Heine, Associate } ro- cerned with a wide variety of proj- 

dollars on programmed machine fessor of Mining and Metallurgy, is ects in the fields of agriculture, 

tools over the next five years. the F. E. F. key professor at the health, education, community de- 

A summary of the study is avail- University of Wisconsin and . the velopment industry, mining and 
able by writing ASTE Numerical primary contact at the University construction. He has been largely 

Control Study, 10700 Puritan Ave- for F. E. F. activities. responsible a the ee and 
spa + 1 an improvemen| 0 epals Communl- 

nue, Deniait $8, .Michigen. Ce SERVICE cations system ‘tid has recently 

$100,000 GRANT FOR GRADUATE ae . completed a survey for a Nepal- 

FOUNDRY STUDY William R. Mickelsen, 34-year India-USA Regional Roads Project 

The University of Wisconsin is a een —, vablew: that | will be undertaken under 

expected to participate in the w iG: nr oie se sior dia ems President Ejisenhower’s Asian Eco- 

$100,000 educational grant from Dean ° a he as nomic Development Program. 
Wheelabrator Foundation to the sic w_ EL. i‘ ne Cl s . ad. 
Foundry Educational Foundation Pio. he ob Or at a with the MINCK WINS FELLOWSHIP 

that was announced in March at Ne - a hi ow Cam ate hoe A University of Wisconsin gradu- 

the F. E. F. College-Industry Con- Arona tis neat i48 MAES ate student has been awarded the 
ference in Cleveland, Ohio. 7 "the aes t acade cyan Mick National Electronics Conference 

The announcement was made by steer © eof dhe counteys “co is fellowship for the 1958-59 aca- 

of Wheelabrator Corporation, mixin s and turbulence wall visa William R. Minck, 23, is the win- 

Mishawaka, Indiana, manufactur- his skef ller Public Service 2X Chosen from national competi- 
ers of airless blast cleaning equip- AS wea fo © advance a study of the tion. He is currently studying to- 

ment, steel abrasives and dust col- technolo ‘cal state and logs hi ward his master’s degree in electri- 
lection equipment. of ne and Euro i selene: 2, cal engineering, having received his 

Bulk of the grant is accounted the a plication of the “statistical bachelor’s degree from the Univer- 
for by 50 fellowships of $1,500 ihe nee ii ‘bulence to the by sic sity of Notre Dame. 

each. The fellowships commemo- "ech, oF Of heat. . . and asic The fellowship award, worth 
rate the 50th Anniversary which noatuan tee ‘if eat, Mass anc Mo- $2,500, is the second to be given 
Wheelabrator is observing in 1958. 0 Oe > out that fis. caebclent under a program recently adopted 
The grant also puts $25,000 at the Hang ee mass. heat and n0- by NEC for sponsoring advanced 

disposal of F. E. F. for fellowships, one is of neh im tines as study in electronics, according to 
scholarships or other educational the acronautical el d imoves toward an announcement by Dr. E. H. 

purposes approved by the F. E. F. hi her and hi hen . eed fli shits Schulz, conference fellowship 
and the Wheelabrator Foundation. Mie ee a” er PS . = % award committee chairman. 

The F. E. F. was established in : we id th wy conker a 768 Minck plans to use the award 
1947 by six associations serving the inidee Encland and will also en for continuing study in the field of 
foundry industry. It works with in- ake ‘entes of en nautical ae high frequency theory and_tech- 
dustry and colleges to advance the search a Encl: & be a a Hol. Midues at the University of Wiscon- 
foundry industry and to stimulate jand # dF BANGS, SCORADES ae) sin. Born at Defiance, Ohio, and 
interest and understanding of the a anna ae Ravine Wisconsin now residing at Madison, Wis., he 
industry. anda imenber of the “Class of 1948S single but plans to marry Sept. 1. 

The grants for graduate study ae th . Univ rity) Wiseanein The NEC fellowship is given for 
are intended to foster and improve Mick ‘Is . © ma y the: desea of a year of graduate study at any one 
education in foundry science, engi- ee or Sneace ia hexataatioal of the nine colleges and universi- 
neering and operation. The Univer- En sineering from the Case Insti- ties cooperating in the Conference. 
sity of Wisconsin is one of 17 nate of Technolor Cleveland These include: Illinois Institute of 

schools throughout the country that Ohio. in 1953 bY “""? Technology, Northwestern Univer- 
are designated as F. E. F. schools. ; “ sity and University of Illinois as 
It receives scholarship support Paul W. Rose, 46-year old career sponsors. Michigan, Michigan State, 
from the F. E. F. and works in co- employee, has been the director of Notre Dame, Purdue, Wayne State 
operation with the Foundry Educa- the United States Operations Mis- and Wisconsin Universities are par- 
tional Foundation to strengthen sion to Nepal since its inception in ticipating institutions. 
foundry education at the collegiate 1952. In the past six years in a Other sponsors of the Conference 
level. feudal, underdeveloped country lo- are the American Institute of Elec- 

The new fellowship program for cated on the borders of India and trical Engineers and Institute of 
graduate study leaves choice of Communist China, Rose has di- Radio Engineers; the Electronic In- 
school to the applicant, but the rected a complex program that has dustries Association and Society of 

type of education for which the increased from $250,000 in 1952 to Motion Picture and Television En- 

fellowships are designed will be some $8,500,000 in 1958. gineers are also participants. 

most readily available at the Serving under the U. S. Ambas- THE END 
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Fu el Ss reactor. The purified synthesis gas facilities and intensified exploration 
is converted to hydrocarbons, oxy- and drilling efforts. Thus, the pro- (Continued from page 17) genated organic compounds, car- duction of synthetic liquid fuels 

perature control can be obtained by [ep Bee, and ae at about ees a. pee iad had been ex- changing the flow rate of the cool- 4“ i ee OF 1a FeCuce pecte » However, Industry and. gov- ing oil. The constant motion of iron catalyst. The gas from the ernment feel that now is the time | catalyst particles keeps them free gasifier is combined with an equal to make intensive ; technological from. gum formation and cement- volume of recycle gas, and then and economical studies, before the ing, which are the major causes of mixed with 600-1800 gallons of problem of liquid fuel supply be- 
increased pressure drop. coolant oil. = urgent, feu ene natural 

The Louisiana unit is the only The gas-oil mixture enters the petro eum Hs SEU abundant: large Fischer-Tropsch plant to use bottom of the reactor and passes Estimates of peak petroleum PROX the jiggling catalyst bed. The main UP through the catalyst. The prod- duction have been set at approxi- advantage is that methane produc- ucts of the reaction with the un- mately 1985, with the production tion is only about fifty per cent of reacted gas leave the top of the re- being about seven billion barrels that of a conventional fluid system, —_&ctor, pass through the exchanger, per year. As shown by the graph, 
The reason for this difference has and are deposited in an overflow world production is about five bil- 
never been satisfactorily explained. type vessel. The water layer, which lion barrels per year at the present Jiggling bed reactors also use less Contains almost all the oxygenated time. 
hydrogen than do fluid systems, Compounds, settles out and ie A promising development is the Optimum efficiency is ata 1:1 hy- drawn off and put in storage tan ‘coal carbonization method of pro- drogen to carbon monoxide ratio in The liquid synthesis product is ducing synthetic liquid fuels. This 
the feed, whereas the conventional reduced to atmospheric pressure is a low temperature process and fluid catalyst reactors require a and proceeds to the distilling area was developed by the Pittsburgh hydrogen-carbon monoxide ratio of at about 100°F. Primary fractiona- Consolidation Coal Company of 
16:1. tion yields four fractions; gasoline, Pittsburgh. The unique feature of 

diesel oil, heavy distillate, and bot- this development is that it provides 
Table IIl—PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION OF toms. The bottoms and heavy dis- a means for supplying both solid 

THE LOUISIANA PILOT PLANT Per tillate are sent to storage, and will and liquid fuels from one plant. 
Product Cent be further processed when needed. The method of Pitt-Consolida- GASOLINE 3 come on ma smonn or on vomanlZO About seventy-five per cent of tion consists of using fluidized sol- Dits@l GIL) ccs os me waves 9 os pe geg lO the diesel product goes through the ids technique, now used in cata- 
wee distillate... 2.0.06... ee A diesel oil absorber to assist in the lytic cracking of petroleum, to BSCR 9 EE EAGH tig tee scenes var rot ronuteee recovery of light ends and then re- shove powdered coal through a 

The coal used in the Louisiana turns to the fractionator as reflux. partial conversion stage. A fine plant is semi-coking type, obtained The other twenty-five per cent is char residue is obtained, containing 
from Rock Springs, Wyoming. cooled and passed through a ten about seventy per cent of the origi- 
Other coal can be used without per cent caustic solution spray to nal BTU value of the coal, thirty modifications of the process, as the neutralize and remove acid con to forty gallons per ton of tar liq- 
composition of the coal seems to stituents. This fraction is then suit- uid, which could be converted to 
have no effect on the operation of able for direct consumption as fuels, chemicals, and other products 
the gasifier. The coal is shipped in diesel fuel. in demand, and about 1,000 cubic by rail, unloaded, crushed, pulver- The overhead from the primary feet of high BTU content gas. 
ized, and stored under a nitrogen fractionator contains gasoline, wa- Some work has been done on di- 
blanket until it is charged into the ter, and light ends. These products ect hydrogenation of coal to pro- 
gasifier. are treated by conventional gaso- duce synthetic liquid fuels, but at A stream of oxygen enters the line refinery practices, including present this method does not look coal and carries the coal in a fluid- polymerization and catalytic re- too promising, The initial cost of 
ized state into the gasifier. The ra- forming, to produce a satisfactory establishing a plant is too high and tio of coal to oxygen is 1900 pounds motor fuel. the operation itself is expensive. of coal per hour to 18,000 cubic At the present time the only eco- — The technology of coal hydrogena- fect of oxygen per hour. Steam is nomical coal to liquid fuel plant is tion is also quite complex and introduced at a rate of about 1500 the Sasol plant in South Africa. clumsy. Unless some new radical pounds per hour. This rate of feed — The other plants constructed could developments are made in_ this results in a gasifier temperature of not produce liquid fuel at costs field, coal hydrogenation will about 2500°F., with gasification of that can compete with liquid fuels probably fade out of the picture. about ninety-seven per cent of the produced from petroleum. Ger- United States oil companies have 
carbon in the coal. About 70,000 many ran several plants during not given up, though, and are 
cubic feet per hour of synthesis gas World War II, only because they spending about $10,000,000 this leaves the top of the gasifier. had no other source of liquid fuels, year on development and testing of 

The synthesis gas leaving the but decreased production in the jew processes. Thus, liquid syn- gasifier is diluted with clean, cool plants when the war ended. thetic fuels may be a major source synthesis gas. The gas is then puri- After World War II ended, most of liquid fuels in the not too dis- fied before it is introduced into the oil companies expanded refining _ tant future. THE END 
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Seven electric-driven Ingersoll-Rand reciprocating compressors totaling 21,900 horsepower are at work in this large 4¥" =~" eS 

ommonia synthesis plant. The — units in the foreground compress mixed gases to more than 12,000 pounds per square inch. ey 

Centrifugal Pumps 

Here's What Compressor Engineering at Ingersoll-Rand i 
Al 

can mean to you... 
; 

aE 

"Tae air power is one of the industry’s 17,250 hp, in pressures from vacuum to ov Fi 

most vital requirements. Compressed air 35,000 psi. vol flit ee., 

and gases are the “breath of life” to chemical Ingersoll-Rand also manufactures pumps, el ae \ . 

and process industries, refineries, power rock drills, diesel and gas engines, vacuum Book omits 

plants, steel mills, manufacturing plants, equipment, blowers, air and electric tools ge 

mines and all types of construction jobs. and specialized industrial machinery as illus- A (S, 

Hence, compressor and blower engineering trated at the right. These products require BA 4 j 

a : engineering know-how in their design, manu- KY S J) 

offers an exciting and ever-expanding field of aan 11 

i. ces - facture and field application. SE 

challenging opportunities that are virtually : : ) 

iHdust id If you are looking for a leadership career i 

andustry-wices with long-range job security and excellent a 

Ingersoll-Rand is the world’s largest man- opportunities for advancement, you'll find Air & Electric Tools 

ufacturer of air and gas compressors and it at Ingersoll-Rand. For further details, con- 

Turbo-Blowers — supplying over 1000 differ- tact your Placement Office, or write to Rats 

ent sizes and types, ranging from 1/2 hp to Ingersoll-Rand, 11 Broadway, New York 4. Pe 

Z Ape 

OPPORTUNITIES for ENGINEERS NOW AVAILABLE: 4 ‘@ Pee 
‘ 1 pes 

e@ Sales Engineering e Production Engineering c 4 reah we 

e Design Engineering e Business Engineering Steam Condensers 
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/ lel-T notch networks. There are This is the sixth in a series of 
numerous appendixes for handy NACE bibliographies on corrosion 
reference. literature. The preceding five vol- 

awe umes, covering 1945 through 1953, 
contained 15,758 abstracts. 

THE 1954-1955 BIBLIOGRAPHIC i we oe 
Vea = SURNEY' (OF RORROSION THE EVALUATION INTERVIEW Compiled By A. Irene Humphrey by Richard ik. Four BASIC FEEDBACK CONTROL Published ba National Association of MeGrewitilll ts.30 

orrosion Engineers 
SYSTEM DESIGN Non-members NACE $20.00 The interview is the basic core 
McGraw-Hill $9.50 A selection of 4287 abstracts of of personnel procedures and, plays This book is an addition to the articles on corrosion and corrosion an increasingly important park an . AP cocci 2 al eee | : : . employee selection and promotion. McGraw-Hill series in control sys- prevention published in 1954-1955 In this timely and practical book tems engineering featuring a new are compiled in this volume, Also the sathor develo - and ox laine approach to automatic control. In- included are a number of abstracts the tachniques of the fuhervic Be stead of using only the frequency published from 1945 to 1953 which includes =f Emale ee Evaluation analysis method, the book bases were not available for use in earlier ‘Form and diseece the wa 5 in the design on a combination of the bibliographies. which it canbe skillfull 5 nied to root-locus method and the fre- Abstracts are arranged topically ifiérease the usefulness. of the in- quency method. It emphasizes according to the NACE Abstract tétview to the soint where it “will linear servo-mechanism design but Filing Index, formulated over sev- rank with athen ersonnel iaids ia also has a chapter on non-linear eral years by experts in the field of effecting the full J ieaion of man- servo analysis. corrosion, which divides the litera- ower. Sais the book is of special Most of the book is developed by ture into eight main groups: Gen- P ietet toall SeESOHHEL 5aai a ‘and means of practical, numerical ex- eral, testing, characteristic corro- to adusinistret ove ond - < renin amples. Theoretical derivatives are sion phenomena, corrosive environ- Oil aWery: level of maniayerient it i included where necessary. Compo- ments, preventive measures, mate- also of value to those interviewing nents are discussed from the point rials of construction, equipment for jobs of view of how to use them in de- and industries. Each main group is , e% X signing systems rather than just subdivided and topical cross-refer- 

how the components work. ences are appended. NEW BOOKS RECEIVED IN THE Here are the most recent ad- The subject index, in addition to ENGINEERING LIBRARY vances in the field including the terms in the NACE Abstract Filing April, 1958 latest information on components, a Index, lists many metals and alloys Bellman, Richard. Dynamic Program- section on gyroscopes and force- by trade name and indexes them ming. Princeton, Princeton Univ. 1958. balance transducers, the first pres- as to specific properties and to be- British Plastics Convention. Plastics prog- entation in a book of this kind of havior in specific media. An author ress 1007, New York, Philosophical Li- inertial navigation, and the latest index is included. Referencing is to eat Gunis Catalysis in practice. information on analysis of non- classification and serial numbers of “New York, Reinhold, 1957, pee linear systems—such as the describ- abstracts for ease in searching, An Cooke-Yarborough, E. An introduction to ing function technique and phase appendix has been included to aid transistor circuits. London, Oliver, plane analysis. Many special tables the user in locating and obtaining E wee Hieeoth Theuwna. qTreneaise permit the design of certain com- copies of unfamiliar foreign or do- and distribution Soiniilttes. Now Yeoe ponents; such as bridged and paral- mestic journals, Author, 1957. ; 
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° 
Tear out this page for YOUR STEEL NOTEBOOK... 

C Pe - e | Ce 

9 e e 

The hole that couldn’t be made will be 20 miles long 

Te Philadelphia Electric ruinous to boiler efficiency. A seamless superheater tubes of 

Company set out to build a super alloy steel was needed, but the size shown above. It’s another 

revolutionary new power plant no one had ever succeeded in example of how Timken Com- 

that would squeeze more energy piercing such steel into tubes pany metallurgists solve tough 

out of fuel than ever before. This without developing internal steel problems. 

meant harnessing the highest flaws. ; WANT TO LEARN MORE ABOUT 

combination of pressure and Combustion Engineering Co., STEEL OR JOB OPPORTUNITIES ? 
steam temperature ever achieved designers and builders of the For information about fine steel, 

in a central station—5,000 psi. boiler, gave the problem to send for ‘The Story of Timken 

and 1,200° F. Timken Company metallurgists. Alloy Steel Quality’. And for help 

The boiler superheater tubes The problem was to make the in planning your future, write for 

that carry this steel will glow red steel with all the alloys in just cet Your ane mye 

hot 24 hours a day, year in, year the right balance to produce at the Timken me = 

out. If made from the alloy steels piercing quality steel. Company”. Just Se 

customarily used, the tube walls Thru metallurgical research, drop a cand TO ng, 

would have to be sothickthatno __ they achieved the proper balance bie Seon a Se 

mill could pierce it. So thick that of alloy elements that made it pany, Canton 6, / = 

heat transfer losses would be possible to pierce 20 miles of — Ohio. ° 

O Fine 
Alloy 

TRADE-MARK REG. U.S. PAT. OFF. 

SPECIALISTS IN FINE ALLOY STEELS, GRAPHITIC TOOL STEELS AND SEAMLESS STEEL TUBING 
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T H E 

XA SS | 2. Q 
OA aX Y \ 

\) SS 

L> 

IK 
is DS 

p \ exhumed and cartooned p 

(| LSD by Tony DiTrapani /\ Lo 
in 
B o gh 

aS hey 

And then there was the place 
Pr PSyootera err] that served martinis so dry that 

AFTER 30 OAYS they took out the urinals and put 
pens Be eee in dustpans. away 

f eee 

— Disappointed first-grader after L) p 
. “ >, 2 24 — ee Ip first day in school: “I’m not going 

Ast, > is back. I can’t read or write and they 
flay, won't let me talk.” 

YQ 0 # & 8 
h G \ | | M. E.: “So you worked your way 

LJ through college? Your father must 
Zs be proud of you.” 
Wa E. E.: “Not much. He’s the man 

I worked.” 

A ay ADI | | If all the coeds in the world who a i. Th TL didn’t neck gathered in one room, 
Tigean. ¢ i PJ B+ what would we do with her? 

ae 8 
ss ——$—_—<_<—_— 3] * :. - .. and he never dismisses us before the end of the period ’cause he’s afraid The teacher was quizzing the 

we'll wake the other classes. class. 
“Now, who can tell me who gave In the Fourteenth Century there How about the scissors and knife us our nice schoolhouse?” 

was a king who liked very much to grinder who announced so happily, “President Eisenhower, teacher.” 
hunt wild game. This selfish ruler “I never saw things so dull.” “That’s right, Tommy. Who 
wanted all the wild game for him- * © knows who gave us our beautiful 
self, so he issued a proclamation A draftee after his first night in parks?” 
that made hunting a crime, punish- an Army barracks was shaken by “President Eisenhower, teacher.” 
able by death. The poor starving his platoon sergeant. “That’s right, Mary. And who 
peasants soon got tired of this set- “It’s four-thirty,” bellowed the gave us the birds and the bees, the 
up so they kicked the king out of Sgt. flowers and the trees?” 
office. And so, this became the first “Four-thirty,” gasped the draftee. “God did, teacher.” 
instance on record where the reign “Man, you better get to bed. We Voice from the back of the room. 
was called on account of game. got a big day tomorrow.” “Throw that Democrat outa here!” 
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Clerk: “Seventy-five cents a 

ream.” 

Engineer: “It sure is.” 
owe 

Doctor: “How's the engineering 

. patient this morning?” 

ENTRANCE =] Nurse: “I think he’s regaining 

‘consciousness. He tried to blow the 

foam off his medicine.” 

x ee 
a5 “[ve got the greatest act in the 

A (z) world,” he declared to his magician 

friend. “I pull 200 lighted cigars 

oO from nowhere, puff on each of 

\_-s? them, and then swallow the en- 

ba tire 200.” 
4 His friend was amazed. “You 

swallow 200 cigars!” he gasped. 

\\ ZA i on earth do you manage to 

lo it?” 

\ 4 “Very simple,” he replied. “I 

have connections in Havana and 

I get the cigars wholesale.” 

The first day in history class, a 

collegian leaned to the pretty girl 

sitting next to him and remarked, 

“Pm majoring in history.” 

sp > “So am IJ,” she replied. 

\ “Great!” he shouted, kissing her 

ep : ae” cheek. “We'll have to get together 

Y 5 Cy and talk over old times!” 

a fe e Oe 

‘ > P| : Newlywed: “I’m so glad that you 

lS like it, dear. Mother says that 

chicken salad and strawberry tarts 

QO |) are the only two things that I make 

correctly.” 
Hubby: “Which one is_ this, 

dear?” 
— oe e 

“L will now illustrate what | haye 

in mind,” said the EE prof as he 

erased the blackboard. 

The reason for the yellow light a 7 ee 

on traffic signals: It gives Scotch- _f- A Cook oe Uf 4, Lk DD 

men a sine to sant ongines, fle ecg C2EEN LL CaN > 

ee # 4 as SOF WL a y73 
ae ON ONES i Oe AU pes 

Ist E. E.: “Take hold of that "1h b ing se - (bah) i. WS fi» 

wire.” TTX } ais } y AGW lar 

Qnd E. E.: “This one? Okay.” Ef w) AY iP PAG i AQ, ~ ae {_ 

Ist E. E.: “Feel anything?” \ ye . Ali ye ys A 
2nd E. E.: “Nope.” a \ | I 1 |] y an ys 

Ist E. E.: “Then don't touch the ‘ | oe | \ i 

other one. It’s carrying 3000 volts.” yy  . vil fi y/ ly " Y 

are a a a 
It seems to me that a lot of : ame /f ue J —_— 

enterprising young engineers are wa me ele aa Lhe SOS 

spending much of their valuable | ©, rf 02° = ne BIS me 

time tinkering with misses in their \ | | Teg,” Wy i 

motors. i mm oem a " 

ams in CER A 
Engineer: “How much is this Ware via 

, paper?” Hey, this isn’t the basement of the girl's dorm . . . 
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I 
C S Y T h k O Ou in 

i 

You're SMART! e 

[ by Sneedly bs’61 

(1) u+v=63 u+v=21l u+v=9 Husband Wife | 
u-v= lu-v= 3u-v=7 Hence: A 32 | 31: | Ce 

wH32 uc 12 u=8 B iE a | 9 | Be 
ve 31 v= 9 wel Ci 8 | 1/Ae 

T'S getting to that time of year And, since B bought 11 more the figures and pays ‘cents for dol- again when Old Sneed gets than A*, B must have bought 12 lars and dollars for cents. The man mighty lonesome, Everyone is and A® must have bought then pays a bill for $24.11 after 
busy cramming for finals, doing 1. Hence, the answer is A + —> which he finds he has twice as long-past-due lab reports and C*,B-> B*,C-—> A*, much money as the face of the Sneed can find no one to play golf, ae ¥ original check. Is it possible to de- go sailing, and etc, He went into a 2 Letrc fhe : t of mon termine exactly the face value of well known student hangout, the ~ 4 > te ted -aithh OF money the original check? 
Hotsy-Totsy and the place was full pe Stace Swath : eg & al de Fulae wv li Then 4 [3 (2x — 30) — 54] * of slide rules and busy little men Se may : : . : tae, . — 72 = 48 3. Find the smallest number (x) studying by the light of dim lamps. 4 [6 144] = 120 f : a boat Maree hat Some are reported to have been in = J 7 29 ° persons nd oa ace, cany so es there for days subsisting only on exg oF (n) manriec Couples’ WIBY’ CROSS «ih re: : ; river in such a way that no woman cigarettes and coffee. Sneed has no sa . z . eer s te ne 3. Since 7! = 2401, the last two ever remains in the company of such difficult period because he has a : i : swe know. df von’ve heen re: digits of (7*)" will be 01, while any man unless her husband is (as you know, if you’ve been read- : ae Pas Tosa Pati ct in : the preceding digit will be the last present. Also find the least number ing his delightful column) all the ae . : Reariy! ‘ digit of the product of n by 24. of passages (y) needed from one answers. go I y ae neeeoss O a Therefore the last three digits of river bank to the other. Assume 

‘70,000 = (74) 2500 are OOL. that the boat can be rowed by one 1. Let u equal the number of ar- Now dividing 7'°° = 10° k + 1 person only. 
ticles any husband bought. = 1001 + 10* (k — 1) by 7, we 2 a 4 

et nae a ae of ee ‘ 143 ee one Le, Again, Sneedly is indebted to 
I ae - nv ual the ‘0. oF & : 143. te Lae sy cutdently ns Litton Industries, Beverly Hills, a {ual the cost ¢ i BED, BS (k — A EVACENEY GH Calif., for supplying this month’s husband's articles. integer. ” if ‘ Let v" equal tie cost of the ieee problems. If you want to win the 

AEN ad SEE EME COST OF the , | s $10.00 prize, send your solutions to: wife's articles, Well here are this month’s prob- SNEKDLY . Then: ut — v? equals 63 lems. If you have any use for ufo The Wisconsin Rnoiwness 
or (u plus v) (u v) $10.00, why not get busy and try Nae eons BM giniee! equals 63 your hand at them? Mechanical Bugger Bldg, Now 63 can be factored as fol- “1. When two numbers are multi- gion, wk breaks : 3 lows (63, 1); (21, 3); (9, 7) plied together, is it possible for the ; io, | postmar reaks any tle Then solve the following sets of first digit in the answer to fall be- so‘dont delay. 

equations: tween the first digits of the * © 2 Now, since A bought 23> more multipliers? The winner of March’s $10.00 than B®, A must have bought 32, 2. A man enters a bank and has prize was) Don Lenschow, an and B® bought 9. a check cashed. The teller mistakes EEIL. Nice work, Don. ‘ 
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PHOTOGRAPHY AT WORK 

No. 33 in a Kodak Series 

LI stl 

Clr s 
hn 2 » _ 
mi _F 7 - 

+ ey | | 4 _f 

Ae LULU — |. | _ 

: : a. “cs oh 2 

The Army’s first operational rotor-tip L—rt—“—O™O—S—<‘(_O!l _  @#+ ~~ 

propelled jet helicopter —built by Hiller.  -. 7 LULU 

jet engine even though passing by at Ce  - . 

about 450 miles per hour. SEG =—=—OLC 

Project: 
Inspect rotor tip jets for a whirlybird 
Hiller Helicopters wanted facts on the fuel spray pattern of a ram-jet engine 

whirling at speeds up to 700 feet per second. Photography got the job. 

ws HILLER HELICOPTERS of Palo Alto, Cal. photography will play a part in improving prod- 

—a pioneer in vertical take-off aircraft— ucts, aiding quality control and increasing sales. 

developed a rotor-tip ram-jet engine, they knew ST 

the fuel spray would be subject to high air velocity [use scores] 
: | Gehan etic om ; ee 

and centrifugal force up to 1200 G’s. Would the ! : ioe 4 5 } RS 

fuel spray be deflected outward and cause the ‘ Oe eee 

jet to lose thrust? They wanted to know. So they i — "eee oe 

set up the camera with its fast eye to catch what | . eee 

| otherwise couldn’t be seen. And they learned the Al cS i te mt ur 
‘ * » . var J , ee - 

right angle of air intake and nozzle to obtain the . i ei ie Seem 

greatest power. N a wm 

Using photography in research is an old story i ee \ ge TL AE eens 

. + : #53 . % fitment gh 4aciell 4 aero 3 

with Hiller—just as familiar as using it for is ' Lion at). I | /, Y | Be ; 1 

improving public relations. It’s an example of \ Rm ose | i = —_— 

the way photography plays many important roles S Vp eet es a ren [ 5 ia a 
2 » ’ ee a ken ee ee 

i in modern-day industry. ees = “ 

In whatever work you do you will find that > if |, 

This is all the human eye could have seen of the 

whirling ram-jet engine as camera takes its picture. j 

CAREERS WITH KODAK L 

With photography and photographic processes If you are looking for such an interesting oppor- y yy 

becoming increasingly important in the business tunity, write for information about careers with Aa fo 

and industry of tomorrow, there are new and Kodak. Address: Business and Technical A. fr 

challenging opportunities at Kodak in research, Personnel Dept., Eastman Kodak Company, Ade CC 

engineering, electronics, design and production. _ Rochester 4, N. Y. F Ke al ak 

££... 
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N. Y. wl
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+ 4 
——a—* )6~6~6— he —____ Interview with General Electric’s 

y: mo | _ W. Scott Hill 
| “ye be | : * we | hn . ee ' S Manager—Engineering Recruiting 

Sy = Qualities | Look For y | ‘ 

| oa ay ° | <a, When Recruiting Engineers 
! LL on 

Q. Mr. Hill, what can | do to get the A. Not long at all. If a man joins a field has a much better idea of what most out of my job interviews? training program, or is placed direct- he wants to do. This helps us decide 
A. You know, we have the same ly on an operating job, he gets where he would be most likely to question. I would recommend that assignments which let him work up succeed or where he should start his you have some information on what to more responsible jobs. We are career. Many students have had to the company does and why you be- hiring people with definite consider- work hard during college or sum- | lieve you have a contribution to ation for their potential in. either mers, to support themselves. These make. Looking over company in- technical work or the management men obviously have a motivating formation in your placement office field, but their initial jobs will be desire to become engineers that we is helpful. Have in mind some of the important and responsible. find highly desirable. 
things you would like to ask and try * ; Q. Do you feel that a man must know to anticipate questions that may Q. How will the fact that Ive had to exactly what he wants to do when he is refer to your specific interests. work hard in my engineering studies, being interviewed? | . with no time for a lot of outside activi- ; " : Q. What information do you try to get ties, affect my employment possibilities? A. No, I don’t. It is helpful if he during your interviews? 

has thought enough about his in- A. This is where we must fill in be- A. You’re concerned, I’d guess, with terests to be able to discuss some tween the lines of the personnel all the talk of the quest for “well- general directions he is considering. 
forms. I try to find out why partic- rounded men.” We do look for this For example, he might know whether ular study programs have been fol- characteristic, but being president he wants product engineering work, lowed, in order to learn basic motiva- of the student council isn’t the only or the marketing of technical prod- tions. I also try to find particular indication of this trait. Through ucts, or the engineering associated abilities in fields of science, or math- talking with your professors, for with manufacturing. On G-E train- ematics, or alternatively in the more example, we can determine who ing programs, rotating assignments practical courses, since these might takes the active role in group proj- are designed to help men find out not be apparent from personnel rec- ects and gets along well with other more about their true interests be- ords. Throughout the interview we students in the class. This can be fore they make their final choice. 
try to judge clarity of thinking since equally important in our judgment. Q. How do military commitments affect this also gives us some indication of your recruiting? 
ability and ultimate progress. One Q. How important are high scholastic 
good way to judge a person, I find, grades in your decision to hire a man? A. Many young men. today have is to ask myself: Would he be easy AA military commitments when they to work with and would I like to . At GE. we must have men who graduate. We feel it is to their ad- have him as my close associate? are technically competent. Your vantage and ours to accept employ- 

grades give us a pretty good indica- ment after graduation and then ful- Q. Whot part do first impressions play tion of this and are also a measure fill their obligations. We have a \ in your evaluation of people? of the way you have applied your- limited number of copies of a De- A. I think we all form a first im- self. When we find someone whose partment of Defense booklet de- pression when we meet anyone. grades are lower than might be ex- scribing, in detail, the many ways in Therefore, if a generally neat ap- pected from his other characteristics, which the latter can be done. Just pearance is presented, I think it we look into it to find out if there write to Engineering Personnel, helps. It would indicate that you are circumstances which may have Bldg. 36, 5th Floor, General Electric considered this important to your- contributed. Company, Schenectady 5, N.Y. 959 self and had some pride in the way 
the interviewer might size you up. Q. What consideration do you give work *LOOK FOR other interviews dis- 

experience gained prior to graduation? cussing: @ Advancement in Large Q. With only academic training as a . Companies e Salary e Personal background, how long will it be before A. Often a man with summer work Development. 
I'll be handling responsible work? experience in his chosen academic
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